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Board
approves
property
purchase
College begins
process to build
new Media Center
By Amanda Maurer
Campus News Editor
After years of planning for
Columbia 's proposed Media
Production Center, the board of
trustees gave the college pennission to begin the property's purchase process at the Oct. 5 meeting.
According to Columbia officials,
the college must first find an architect before the project's cost can be ·
better detennined. In addition, the
college cannot break ground at 1632
S. State St, until they publicly begin
and reach the capital campaign goal
of $20 million, which Columbia
president Warrick L. Carter said
could take as long as four years, during a press conference on Oct. 2.
The $20 million campaign will
help fund the Media Production
Center, scholarships and endowments. Officials have not decided if
it'll also help purchase the property.
Since the city has promised to
sell the land to Columbia, there
won' t be any competitive bids for
the property, said Alicia Berg,
vice president of Campus
Environment.
Berg could not give a cost for the
property as the college will soon
negotiate the price with the city. She
did say the city is willing to sell it at

U.S. Sen. Barack Obama s peaks at the First United Methodist Church, 77 W. Washington Ave. , o n Oct. 17 before a s igning promoting
·
his latest book 'The Audacity of Hope,' which discusses fa ith; values and politics.
a "very reasonable price."
City officials in. the Department
of Planning and Development were
not able to provide a price either.
Film and Video, Television and
Interactive Media department
members have had a number of
meetings throughout the years to
help design the new facilities in
the 36,000-square-foot Media
Production Center. Some of the
proposed areas include two sound
stages, a mo~ion capture studio

and an animation lab.
The Media Production Center
will also become the _home to the
college's new media ·truck. The
vehicle allows broadcast joumalists, television and radio students
and olhers to report on location.
"[The Media Production Center
is] really going to provide us with
this incredibly efficient and e ffective and creative way of teaching
our students," said Doreen Bartoni,
dean of the School of Media Arts.

While some majors will be using
the classrooms and studios more
than others, the fac ilities will be
avai !able to the entire college.
Officials acknowledged the college's need for the Media
Production Cente r, whi ch will
fi rst bui lding
become the
Columbia has ever constructed,
for a number of reasons. The twostory building w ill fulfill spatial
needs by providing students with
enough space for professional

equipment and studios.
" It's really important that we set
o ut a vision, and we're starting to
implement that vision to handle
all of the growth that we've had,"
Berg said.
Since Columbia has historically
occupied and renovated the insides
of buildings, the college landed the
nickname " herm it crab of the
South Loop" by Lynn Becker, a
reporter for the Chicago Reader.
See Cente r, Page 6

Death rays, Chevys and disco balls: the world of Zap Props HIV/AIDS
By Mi(:hael Claire
Ass istant A&E Editor
It's a small room, yet the amount
of firepower contained in it would
presumably be enough to pennanently put a large insurance company out of business. The shelves are
stocked full of loose rounds and
clips of ammo. Shells roll over

each other like treads on. a tank,
while large automatic rifles carve
their butts and muzzles against
floorboards and walls.
A war chest lingers heavily at
first glance, seemingly waiting for
the right maniac or grumpy old
timer to come and lovingly nurture
its destructive capabilities. But
the fact that this little com-

bat cave gives the impression of a
mercenary's dream, this eclectic
arsenal is surprisingly tame, and
altogether- fake.
The annory at Zap Props and
Antiques, 36 11 S. Loomis Place,
is only a tiny section in a vast
warehouse full of oddities and

The warehouse that stores Zap Props, 3611 S. Loomis Place, contains an overwhelming amount of
antiques and knick-knacks, including police boxes, traffic ljghts and fans.

testers send
students home

sioned rifles and war relics, Zap
has everything needed to create
movie magic.
As the largest prop house in the
Midwest, Zap naturally caters to
By Steve Yaocino
adverti sing agencies and big ) Assistant Campus Editor
Hollywood production companies, but Columbia's film and theJacob Holland expected to get
ate r students are also taking tested for HIV when he walked
advantage of Zap's massive selecinto the Residence Center, 73 1 S.
tion of props and antiques.
Plymouth Court, on Oct. I I. Fo r
" The ir warehouse is incredi- weeks, fliers for the free testing
ble," said John Jensen, a film and had been taped in hallways
video major. "Even if you have schoolwide promoting the event.
nothing to get from them, I recHolland, a perfonning arts major
ommend going just to look around and senior class presi dent,
because it's a trip. It's organized entered the student lounge and
like a fuckin ' crazy person's house
was told to come back in an hour
or garage."
because the testers were not
Zap is extremely sympathetic
ready. When he arrived the sectoward student needs, and it otTers ond time, he was turned away.
a hefty 50 percent discount for stuAs it turned out, only 12 students
dents with an updated college !D.
were able to sign up for testing,
" It's not a money maki ng thing and he was not one of them.
for us; it 's really just us trying to
''At a school of almost II ,000
help students so they can make
students. I think it 's ridiculous
really amazing movies,'' said Zap that we would be promoting free
employee Shanna Wolthuis.
STD and HI V testing and yet
But generos ity to student s only accommodate a few number
aside. a good portion of its rev- of students," Holl and said. " If
enue comes from routinely work- you're going to promote someing with many of the city's prpthing like that, you're going to
duction design companies.
have to do it well."
" Recently we've worked o n
There were 20 students waitThe Weather Man, Barber Shop, ing when the testers from
See Props, Page i7
See Test, Page 4
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Instant karma's
gonna get you

1/11
13/29
30/31
32/40

By Hayley Graham, Editor-in-Chief
y friend Katie and I wasr. 't <iue to anything ;ane
recently feel like we' re did while watch ing over the
on a streak of inexpli- family's beloved pet. The poor
cably bad luck. Sure, nothing too pooch's ticket was up, and
terrible has happened- knock Jane was left with th:.: coq:se
on wood-and we may just be of a golden retriever.
Jane, of course·, had no idea
overreacting, but it made us feel
a little bit down in the 'past few what to do, so she called up
the loca l veterinarian, who told
weeks.
.
Sure, I haven't broken any h'er to bring the d:ad' dog into
bones, been in a car accident or the office so they could hold it
lost a significant amount of un:ii the family returned . Since
money gambling on a riverboat Jane didn't have access to a
casino, but I did lose a few car or ar.y extra cash for a taxi,
things an<! had a week from she had to use public transponation to get the dog's body
hell.
And I didn 't just lose a sock to the vet's office.
Since it's not exactly ~asy to
or an earring, I lost my lucky
charrn that I've had since I was inconspicuously hau l around
the body of a go lden retriever
in the eighth g rade.
Katie and I have beer. think- on public transponation , Jane
ing a lot ahout this a ad trying to figured the most logical idea
figure .:~ut why these unfonu- would be to staff the corpse
nate things ~cern to keep blind- into a s uitcase and roll it
siding us, and we Just can't around as if nothing was
seem to cor.1e up with a good wrong.
C<'ndusi<m. We' re also both
When she was finally on the
very lri ~n . so we' ve been left train, after carefull y wheeling
puzzled and wonderin g where around the precious cargo, a
o ur supposed Irish iuck has fairly attracti ve man standing
next tc Jan e struck up a co ngo n~ .
But last week when I "as
versati on "ith her and asked
hang ing o ut at our u ~ ual
"tiat she was domg with the
Wednesday n ight spot. I heard
luggage. Even thoug:1 it see ms
a g reat story that opened my
l i k~ she would have frozen ~ p
eyes to a possil>le ans" er for
when asked th is qu est ion, it
our streaks of bad luc.k . The
didn '! even fa ze Jane sinr.e she
story of somewhat ~nfonunate
had already co ncocttd a great
events staned off wnen a girl,
lie in rase she w2 s a s k~d thi s.
whn I'm going to call Jaae .
Jane effor:ltssly toid t~e
living in Boston agreed to dog
man she was a salesperson for
sit for her neighbof' while
a technol<'gy ccimpany ar.d ti1at
they went on a two-week fami- her laggage was filled with
ly vacation.
various types o f clectroni;s,
One day Jar.c went O\'tr to
lik~ mp3 players laptops ar.d
the house and unfonunatdy
<'igital cameras-bril!i~nt.
found the dc g dead . No-. don 't
TI1e lie wor'<ed beautifully
get the wrong impression-:his
and the friendl y small talk kept

M
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going unti! the Jllan and Jane
happened to ge; off at the same
stop. They sa;d the polite convenation cnd~r, uN:ce meeting
y(lu , hope to see you aroWld,"
shook hands and paned ways .
And Jane was left grinning.
knowing she was Jlmost to the
veterinarian's office without
having to reveal the disgusting
truth about the contents of her
luggage.
B•Jt as Jane began walking
away, the friend ly guy ran
back up to her, punched her in
the stomach and stole her luggage, dead dog and all, thinking he had just taken thou- .
sands of dollars in electron ics.
If that 's not karma coming
back at the thief, then I don 't
know. what is.
Since' retelling this story a
few other people say they have
also heard it, so there is an
unfonunate possibility that this
ridiculous tale is just an urban
legend. For now though, that 's
for you to decide.The best pan
a bout this story is the shocking
mo ra l we learn at the end.
What goes around co mes
around, right"
:s karma the cause of rn y
recent series of unfonunatc
e v e ~t s':' May be. How e v ~ r. I
can ·: s e~m to th ink of any•.!ling
real!y awfu l I ha·;e done
rec• ntly :hat wot:!d caJ ; e
some bad karn1a !o b~ •orning
bacl: to me. But ml yhc thesr
events are r.ot necess:~rily
unlucky or unfonun.1te ..a1d
were meant to be learning
eXJli'rie nces to help me gruw
as a person.

hgraham@;hronic/email. com
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Announcements
Black Student Union meeting
Join the Black Sludent Union in its focus on cultural,
social and r.cademic programming for blar.k students. The
r~eeting will take place at 6 p.m. on Oct. 23 in the Wabash
Campus Building, 623 S. .Wabash Ave., room 311 . All
Columbia students are wdcome.

For more informalion, call Kimberly Weatherly at (3 I 2)
344-7994.

An My LA: 'Small Wars'
The Museum of Contemporary Photography will
explore the Vietnam War and the current wars in lraq and
Afghanistan in two photographic series called " Small
Wa-rs" by An My LA. La was born in· Saigon, Vietnam,
before-coming to the U .S. as a refugee in 1975. Her exhibit will open at 5 p.m . Oct. 26 at the Alexandroff Campus .
Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave., from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m . daily
through Jan . 6.

h • more informal/on. contact Jeffrey Arnett at (312)
34-:-:7' 9.

Go-Go graduate school
.•<. .1 in with gradual ~ JY.Ograms from around the n&tion
fron• '0 a.m. to 3 p.m . on Oct. 27 at the i 104 Center, 1104
~ . ·,;.oubash Ave , to get ans and media ad\' ice on ponfolios
arJ1 in;!lding a successf11l application package. Dring polifolids and work samples for one-on-one revio:ws and panel
disrus~ions .

for mo~e information. contact Mercedes Cooper at
m2J 34.1-'8612.

In Your Opinion

; Mix j t up with Click

Do you know what Critical Encounters is?

Come meet students at an afternoon mixer hosted by
Click, a student organization to raise awareness of artists'
relations~ ips to each other. From noon to 2 p.m . on Oct. 26
at the Hokin Annex. Wabash Campus Building, 623 S.
Wabash Ave., students will be showcasing artwork and par·
ticipant5 will be encouraged to design a Click arrow logo.
The best design will be featured on a Click T-shirt.

FOI' more ifl/ormation, contact Kale Began/ at (630) 2.544109.

"I'm

~snnttnttl21 0 ti1J'4trum, JW• ~
t(lf, matkttHI~

Marie l'cr1d11•. ju11:ur,
111111 lllld vrdc<>

a.v,wmin~/1 :1·

1/lw 'caught o
guard. 'like w ren you
cumc out of the bath·
room and SOIII COIW
.wc•.vyou nrtkNI "

~'·"' l.••knw•kl, Mrnlur,

phtlltiWIIPIIy

THE

C OLUMBIA C H RONICLE
Jr you luwe Mn upcomlna cvellt or an nouncem~nt,
conh1ct The Chronl~le's news dt k

-1(~,

Sun' It 1\nn, senior.
pillltUb'IIJ!hy

chronkl

colunl.eclU

(JI2) :H4-8964

...

~ ~~------·~---

7-Day forec:atJt for Chicago
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65

TOIIItlht
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w.dlltldly
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55 I 36

55 / 35
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Grant helps Columbia b ecom e green er

Freshman graphic design major Christian Williams, right, and senior film and theater major Jason Walsh , left, empty recycling
depos its into a blue bin .

College buys
recycling bins,
begins new program

Columbia officials took thi s
step fo become more envi ronmentally respons ible for the
garbage the college crea:es, said
Alicia Berg. vice president o f

By Amanda Maurer
Campus News Editor

Campus Envi ronment.

Thi s y ear Col umbia ' has
becom e a little more green,
blue and gray thanks to the college's new recyc li ng program
a nd a $30 ,000 gra nt from the
state o f Illinois. The grant
allowed fo r the purchase o f
more than 70 new recepticles
and the creation of two new student worker posi tions.
Last year Recycling Services,
Inc., a company that works
a long with the college's current
waste-removal company, placed
rec ycli ng boxes for paper
around campus. This year the
company offers recycling recepfac les for g lass, plastic ; aluminum and paper.
Those who participate in the studeni-run additional recycling program help collect items every day
and leave them in several dumpsters around campus for Recycling
Services to pick up.
T he gra nt came from a total of
$550 ,000 that the state of
Illinois distributed to bus inesses
and schoo ls in August to further
recycling e ffort s. According to
those involved w ith Columbia's
program, the money also purchased bins, c ontainers and promotional items to be gi ven out
during convocation.

" I know our students. faculty
and stafT arc a ll committed to e nvironmental responsibility. so the
school should be following
through on that commitment,"
Berg said. " It's overdue. rrankly.
and I'm just glad we're doing it."
T he program 's new conta iners
have received mixed reviews.
Brenna Marsha ll, a sopho more
ma rketing major, works in the
office of
ew Mille nnium
Studies and noticed some people·
using the new con ta iners.
" I think we waste a lot of
paper, but at the same time, I see
a lot of recycling receptacles,"
she s aid . " Whether they ' re used
is kind o f up in the a ir."
John Waw rzaszek s upervises
students in the recycling program. He has worke d on stafT
si nce
he
gr aduated
fr om
Co lumbia in 2003. Alt hough the
s tudent-run . recycling progra m
has been a round for mo re than
·rs years, it was put into gear
once Wawrzaszek could spend
more time w ith the stude nts.
One problem the recycli ng
s taff faces is that stude nts, faculty and staff don ' t a lways throw
their items in the correct containers.
"Eac h contai ner is clea rly
See Recycling. Page 6

Student loses weight, gains self-confidence
By Jessica Galliart
Staff Writer

·on a cold and snowy October
morning, students bundled up in
heavy coats, scarves and g loves,
prepared for the unexpected cold
that lingered o uts ide the front
doors of the Hokin Annex. One
student, buried in an oversized
red coat, blac k gloves and stocking cap, said he did not recall the
cold bothe ring him as muc h last
winter.
" I used to love the cold," David
Dabrowski, a senior film major,
said. " I guess fat has really good
insulation."
After a nasty fall during a night
of heavy drinking in May 2005,
360-pound David Dabrowski was
fed up with hi s unhealthy
lifes tyle and being overwe ight
since he was in fifth grade. He
promised himself he would lose
about 30 pounds so he could
weigh himself on his scale at
home. A year and a ha lf and
a lmost 200 pounds late r, David
Dabrows ki , now 24, maintains a
steady weight of 180 pounds.
"I can still see the scars on my
face from when I fell ," David
Dabrows ki said. " I was drinking
a lot, so I lost of a lot blood, and
my face was all bandaged up the
last week of the semeste r. It was a
wake up call to c hange what I
was doing."
Accord ing to the Chicago
Department of Public Health, 49
percent of C hicagoans age 20 and
o lde r are obese.
" I have always been a big person," David Dabrowski sai d.
" Well, always had been a big
person."
" He was always pretry c hunky
as a kid, starting around elemen-

National
anchor shares
'nuggets of
wisdom'
Joan Lunden visits
Columbia for Up
Close conversations
By Mary Kroeck
Assis tant A&E Editor

Most Columbia students get the
opportunity to see where their
careers can go by lookmg at the
professionals in their field and trying to follow their words of wisdom . The "Conversations in the
Arts: Up C lose with
series
gives students and the general public the c hance to hear professionals
speak · a nd ask them questions
about their careers.
The third season of the Up Close
program began on Oct. 19 with
Joan Lunden, who hosted "Good
Moming America" for 17 years.
making her the longest running
host on early morning tekvision.
Lunden spoke at two sessions on
campus-a studcm press con ference held in the Ferguson Theater.
600 S. M ichigan r\ve., and the ollic ial Up Close program, which was
o pen to the public fo r $50 a person
at the Dance Cem er. 1306 S.
M ichigan Ave.
Lunden's presence on campus
bene fited st udents because she
s hared her experie nces and gave
advice on achieving similar success, said Eric Winston, vice pres ident of Institutional AfTairs.
"We chose her fo r students,
especially those in broadcas t and
journalism," he said . " We are a
school of media and communic ation. Stude nts should know how
[Lunden] got to be as successful
as s he is ."
Lunden said s he is glad s he
had the o pportunity to speak to
students because it's a way fo r
her to g ive back to ot he rs.
" I think [Up Close) is a very
spec ial program," Lunden sa1d.
"Not that many universities have
programs like this. It 's an opportunity to give back to young people.
to impart a few nuggets o f wisdom
that have helped [me) succeed."
However, it"s unclear how

many students the program a<.: tu-

Keith Blshton/The Chronocle

David Dabrowski, a senior film major, recently lost 200 lbs by eating a vegetarian diet and exercising
three times a wee k. He said the best t hing a bout losing the weight was getting engaged.
tary school," his mother, Linda tor's care, see a licensed d ietiBy T ha nksgiving o f 2005,
Dabrowski, said. " He couldn' t cian, a psycho logist a nd maybe David Dabrowski was exercising
always do what other kids did and even group therapy," Brticevich six days a week, keeping up with
sta rted putting on more weight. "
said.
his diet and losing as much as 20
Without consulting a dietician
After struggl ing with "switch- pounds each month.
or trainer, D av id Dabrowski ing everyth ing up" and changing
" It was really hard staying on
dec ided to cut out fast food , pop, his eating habits the first couple it," David Dabrowski said . "When
alcohol and meat in addition to of months, the pounds started to I couldn't take it anymore, I would
exercis ing regularly to reach his drop . Midway through the fall just go to bed early instead of staygoal weight.
semester o f
2005,
David ing up all night snacking. That was
Mark Brticevich, coordinator Dabrowski surpassed his goal, my way of deahng wuh 11."
and director of fimess and sports weighing in at 329 p6unds. David
After going on h1 s first date the
at Columbia, said anyone who is Dabrowski said he wanted to day after Thank sg1v111g wuh h1s
I 00 pounds or more overweight keep going and try gening below longtime crush. Laura Klem,
and trying to lose weight should 300 pounds.
Dabrowski said he had more of a
usually seek consultatiC'n in the
" It was sull binersweet." he reason to keep gomg wuh h1s
process.
said. " I still wasn't happy with
See Weight Loss, ?age 11
"They s hould be under a doc- the way I was."

allyl reaches . There were on ly
about 15 people, inc luding s ll:dents and faculty, at the aficrnoon
press conference. Rh ea Coffcrn. a
sophom ore journalism major,
didn 't attend the event and was
unaware that Lunden was on
campus, but feel s it's important to
know a person in any student's
given fie ld.
" It's always good to meet professionals in their field because
some times the direction you
choose to go in can be d1 nicult,"
Coffem said. " It's always good to
go to people who have been there
to get advice."
L unden began he r caree r in
Sacramento, Ca lif., in the early
1970s and became host of " Good
Mommg America" in 1980, the
same year she became a mother.
"Raising my c hildren IS the
hardest, most complex , consum1ng
thmg," Lunden said. " I feel l''c
made my mark m hfe. I've dtssemmated mforrnauon for decades to
help make people's hvcs better
[ wuh adv1ce about] how to run
their homes. hvcs, bank accounts "
See Lunde n . Page 11
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Test:
Students denied
HIV screening
Continued/rom Front Page
Howard Brown Health Center.
the o rgani zation performing the
screening. said they co uld o nly
test 12 students. The ot her eight
were refused te~t in g and
referred to a website where they
could find altemative screenin gs
in the c ity. No record was kept
of how many additio nal s tudent s
turned
away.
and
we re
Columb ia's
admmi stra tion
admits they were unprepared to
accommoda te the mcreasc o f
interested s tudents.
Columboa 's S tudent Health
Ser\'ices arranged the sc r~en ing
on conJuncti on woth C r uical
Encounters. a yearl ong Col umboa
pr.:>gram focused on III V/r\IDS
awareness and prevention. h was
the first STI and HI V testing o f
the 2006-2007 schoo l year. it
was a ls0 the fi rs t s mcc C ri tical"
Encounters· e tTons began. a connec uon admam strataon pomts to
as the reason fo r the on flux .
" It's been 'cry dtfficult hos tortcall y for the mstotulto n ''' get
student s to get tested." s a ad Kan
Sommers. as.sa,tan: dean o f
Student Lofe " Nobody ., ant' 10
do that who CO!s'' It 's au ful."
Tht' 1< the t ho~d yea r Co lumboa
ha, run Ill\' te't< through the
Howard Bro\\ n ll ealth Center•
Broadwa y You th Center.
Chocago-based
o rganozalton
foc used on HI \' AIDS pre,·enlto n amon g local youth. TI1e
youth center. whoch donates the
lime and equ tpment requ ored fo r

testing , conduc ted mu)tiple
screenings on campus last year,
and has tes ted at local colll!ges
like L:>yola University and the
University of C hicago . Casey
Schwanz. health educator for
Howard Brown and one of the
two testers present, said he's
never seen more thar. a dozen
s tudents turn out.
"Twelve is a very normal number," Schwanz said. " It is a normal
number for colleges in general."
The few tes ts that occurred
consisted o f an oral-swab HIV
screen in ~ and a gonorrhea and
chlamydia urine tes t. TI1e results
of tht •)raJ swab. though di fTcrenl
than :he s tandard fi ve-ddy blood
test. arc accurate indicators for
whether ; n indn·idual need ~ to
visit a dinic for fun hcr testing.
TI1e youtl! center otTers pre- and
post-counseling for each person
tested. ~ prc-ccs~ th ~ t Schwanz
said takes about 20 mmutes per
pcr~o n . Wi th onl y two tt ,lers
present and onl y two ho urs o f
scheduled tcst ong. 12 students
wa; all !he center was rc:ody to
accommodate
Bu t
Tyrone
Matthews.
Co lumboa 's coordmator of Student
Relations. found a lost of almost40
people at a test on fi1ll o f 2005.
though there i' no mdicatoon of
how many ~tudents out c•f the ~0
rcc~ivcd testmg. Matthews saod he
wa;.:: una\V~re of the tco;,;, t,ng pr<x:cdure and
lu'lory before last
we~k ·~ e' c nt and clod not find the
ll't untol after the \)ct. II tc't lie
sa od he wem out on ~ lomb wulo
lloward Arown bec;,u '\C ha\ c
worked wtth Columboa bcforc.
"Th;s was my tirst lt!llC. I dodo 't
really know what to expect.''
Matthew~. whv wa., hore<! tlus fa ll.
sa:d '·N,YA' w~·\'e seen C"'!~rythtng

and know what could possibly go
wrong."
Des pite the confusion, the
administration sees the current
number o f students seeking testing
as a sign that Critical Encou.nters'
efforts toward AIDS awareness is
working.
"With Critical Encounters going
on, it's more visible," Matthews
said. " It's a good thing on one hand.
On the other hand, it's bad that we
wcren 'I prepared for the number of
studcpl' who came."
To be prepared, Columbia is panncring
with
Working
for
To::;cthcrness,
another
local
HIV/AIDS a warene~s organization,
to secure a testing Hummer that

will be on campus Nov. 30 and Dec.
I for Wor!d AIDS Day events.
Insicle the Hummer, students can
get oral-swa~ HN screenings with
results in 20 minutes.
Loll Hill, assistant director for
Civic Engagement and co chair
of Critical Encounters, said
C ritical Encounters is working
on a website with all the local
testing sites for those interested
in additional opportunities, but
said the site won 'I be up for a
few weeks.
In the meantime, Columbia is
parlnering with the AIDS
Founda tion o f Chicago and 19
o ther agencies to provide more
frequent tes ting on campus,

Big Mouth open

~ic

ensuring that no students will be
turned away.
Schwartz said Howard Brown
didn' t tum students " away," but
that each was referred to alternative testing sites·around the city.
But students like Holland felt
uncomfortable going outside
Columbia 's campus.
"Getting tes-ted is somethin~t
you need to build yourself up
for," Ho lland said. ''The reason
it's at school is because it's convenient and in a comfortable setting. To get turned away after .
mental preparation like that just
kind of sucks."

syaccino@chroniclemail.com

night

Keith 1118hton/The Chronicle
Bog Mo uth emcee "L- walks through the crowd and onteracts woth Dana Hamilton whole he warms up the
a:Jdoence for Columboa·s monthly open moe noght .

The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11•h St.
Concert

H

a I I

Events

Monday October 23

Blues Ensemble Recttal
12:30 PM

Tut:sday October 24

Regg:e Ben1am1n 1n Concert
12:30 PM

r '""'
Reggie Ben,amtn Workshop
1:30PM

l~hrooltlu cnuct recycllftg~olum.edu

CtJLUMB(A COLCE6t RECYCliNG PROGRAM

Wednesday October 25

Student Jazz Tno Concert
12 30 PM

lh.ursdaY October 1 6

.;au Gallcr:t rn the Lobby
12 30 PM

EL1WJ2£l2.1w..U
C lassiCttl Porfo rm or s lntornat1onol

Lal rM Symphon1c I u t1vol
7 00 PM
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Center:
Property located in
industrial area
Continued from Front Page

she will have graduated by. the
time the Media Production Cenfer
is completed, she said she would
be happy to walk a fe)V extra
blocks south, even though she
likes the college's current television faci lities.
" We can always use more
space," she said. " It 's obviously
good that we' ll get a whole other
building."

pus at a satellite area.
' By moving a number of classes
and creating new faciliti~s in the
Media Production Center, space
willl:>e freed up in other buildings,
allowing for more classrooms.
Although the Media Production
Center will be located a few blocks
south of campus, officials and students don't think the distance will
be a problem.
Sharon Szalkowski, a senior television major, agrees. Although

Berg believes Colt:mbia 's repu:
tation can change with the college's future plans to construct
other facil ities.
"What that means is
we're not recognizable,
and I think a new buildMotion
ing,
•he
Media t
Captuu•
Production Center, is
Studio
going to be important to
Below
helping ~stablish our
identity in the South
Loop," Berg said. "It's
important that the new
building be innovative
and fresh, just like
Columbia is."·
The city of Chicago
currently owns the
empty lot at 1632 S.
State Sl Since the property is located in an
industrial area, officials
from the city and college
agreed that it would be
an ideal location ·fur the
two-floor
Media
Production Center.
" It makes no sense
to build a two-story
building right in the
heart of our campus,
because property values are way mor~
expensive," Berg said.
Originally colleg,,
officials beli.,ved the
Med:a
Production
Center wouid need to
be constructed off cam -

amaurer@chroniclemail.com
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recycJ.ing-:progress i';;~ each
building t)irougli ·fho,pihiy; statefllents released by'J;,Recycling
Services, .Inc. :'l'he_iepo~ list
the total volume in pou11ds of
- items collected per mdJ1th, the
number . of trees saved, water
Continued from Front Page conserved and cubic yard of
materials saved froin landfills.
During the month of August,
their items in the correct recyling
more than 8,000 pounds of
containers.
"Each container is c learly unsorted office paper was recymarked: B lue is for paper; c led along with nearly I 00
green, plastics; gray, cans and pounds of corrugated containers
glass," Wawrzaszek said. " We in the So uth Wabash Building, -·
tried to make it as easy as possi- 623 S. Wabash Ave. All recycling efforts translated into 69
ble for people to participate."
According to Wawrzaszek, trees saved , 28,550 gallons of
paper cannot be recycled if it is water conserved and more than
contaminated with garbage, and 20 cubic yards of materials
w h·e n other items are mixed in were kept from piling up in
w iih _n;.cyclables, they need to landfills.
be ,sorted. · ·
The
true
test of the
" it mak~s:the
"If
we
get
support
from
program's
j ob ·tnessie.r and
s o .in e t i me s the department heads, fac- s uccess will
defeats the pur- ulty and staff, it should be come in thea no-brainer for our stu- September
pose of r~cy
dent.~ a_nd visitors to parcling· at all,"
and October
ticipate in the program. " r e p 0 r t s·,
Wawrzaszek
Harding said.
said. "So we ' re
The past two
all about telling -John Wawrzaszek, supervisor for the student recycling
months'
the Columbia
program
community to
reports will •
sort your recyalso include
clin £ in the correct bins and to statistics on . glas~. p.Jastic and
place trash in its own hin-no metals, ana now' that classes are
in session, a greater number of
mixiRg."
Joanne Harding, who over- people use the receptacles.
" We need the up-and-ups to
sees recycling in the office of
Facilities and Operations, said take notice qf what •\Ve . ~re trys he's' received positive feedback ing to start here," Wawrzaszek
from students, faculty and staff. said. " If we get sppport frofll.the
"The ·program is going great," department heads, fi culiy and
s he said. --" The contai'ners are . staff,' it slioul d 'be a• no-br'a iner
being fille~: and we're reducing for our studen ts and visi\ors to
the amount of trash going into participate in the program."
landfills."

Recycling:

.Prognun receives

mixed reviews
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U.S. Cellular®gets me... so I can always get the score.

~9.lM!.1J.~@.B~.negades vs,Roosevelt kers!
between the Roosevelt University Lakers and
your Columbia College Renegades! This game
will be played at Alex ian field, a m inor league
baseball field!
Directions - Take the 10:30 a.m. Chicago to Elgin
Metra train from Union Station to the Schaumburg stop. The train drops you off right at the
field!

When - October 28th at 1:00 PM
Where - Alexian Field, in Schaumburg, IL

tf CURRENT SPORTS

,A

Baseball- Cycling - Soccer - Wrestling
Cross Country - C&poelra - Men's Lacrosse
Men's Basketball

W
••

tf CURR ENT SPOR TS INTERESTS
Tennis - Fast-Pitch Softball - 16' Softball
Volleyball - Women 's Basketball - Kickball
Flag Football - Raquetball - Women 's Lacrosse
Ultimate Frlabee - Swtmming - Dance - Diving
Cheer1eading - Rugby - Palntball • Gymnaatlcs
Water Polo
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Colutn_b ia grad; fortner PI writes novel
Big City, Bad Blood is a story
about a disillusioned j:>umalist
who b~comes a private detective
and ends up becoming entangled
with the police, the FBI and the
By Kristin Kalter
mob.
Staff Writer
" It's not a mystery, you know
A successful novel requires an who the bad guy is," Chercover
interesting storyline, strong said.
Those who knew Chercover
voice and believable characters.
In addition to tapping into cre- in coll ege would not have
ativity, a writer must do his expected him to become a private investigator.
research .
" When I heard that he was
This is what Sean Chercover
did. After he graduated with a becoming a PI, I thought we lost
Bachelor of Arts from Columbia him," said Fred Gardaphe, forin 1991, he enrolled at the mer Columbia English professor
Am e ri can Security Training . of Chercover, author and direcInstitute and went on to become tor of Italian-American studies
a private investigator in Chicago at the State University of New
and New Orleans. He did this York at Stony Brook.
"I couldn't imagine him as a
not because he wanted to solve
crimes or catch bad guys, but to PI, but now that i look back on
know more about how the pro- it in retrospect, it makes sense,"
fession works and get more Gardaphe said. ~' He was always
inspiration for his writing. very observant, with great
Chercover always had an inter- descriptions of people or with
est in writing crime novels and what somebody was doing."
Life as a private investigator
wanted real-life experience.
Th is Jed him to' write what is was nothing permanent or glamsoon to be his first published orous for Clfercover.
"You tend to piss people off,"
novel.

Author receives PI
training to improve
writing, add details

Passion for
motprcycle~

Chercover said. ·'J found it to be
fairly depressing because everyon¢ I came in contact with was
at a low point in their lives.
After a few years, I felt I got
what I needed out of it and
moved on."
Gardaphe was one of the first

"Fiction writing gives you
tlte latitude to talk about
wltat's going on in society."
- Sean C hercover, Columbia
a lumnus and author
to read Chercover's writing and
became a mentor to him.
Chercover said he dido ' t have
the guts back then to share his
writing with many people, but
Gardaphe encouraged him and
saw the potential in him as a
writer.
At that time, Chercover was
writing nonfiction and opinion
pieces, plays and scr ipts. He
was a lso one of the first students to take courses designed
by Gardaphe and hi s English
Department colleagues who

broke away from those in the
Fictio:• Writing Department.
Chercover dido ' t take a single
ficcion writing class d~ring his
time ir. 5chool.
" I thought abc~t taking some
fiction writing classes, but there
was a lot of rivalry between the
English and Fiction Writing
Departments at the time,"
Chercover said. " My Engli sh
teachers kind of pushed me
away from going into those
classes."
Chercover sti II writes documentaries and children's shows
at a Toronto television station.
He splits hi s time between
Toronto, where his family and
the station are, and Chicago,
where he gets most of hi s inspiration for his novels. He enjoys
writing documentaries because
he learn s about many different
subjects, but feel s he gets more
out of fiction.
" Fiction writing gives you the
latitude to talk about what 's
going on in society," Chercover
said.
He bel ieves his novel is more
than just a crime thriller, but a

modern social statement .
The novel is all fiction, and
the main character in his novel
is not his alter ego, he said.
" It's not fruitful to write characters who are just like you," he
said. "I also like to explore who
I might have been if ! had different values."
Chercover signed a two-boo!<
deal with William Morrow and
his second book is d ue out in
January 2008. It took him three
and a half years to write th e
story and four month s after that
to get an agent.
His agent wanted to see him
give the main character a little
more depth so that readers
could connect with him more
emotionally. He rewrote it in
two months, and a few more
months later he had a deal. The
second novel will be a sequel to
the first, with the same main
character, and is still in the
works.
Big City, Bad Blood , which is
due out Jan. 9

chronicle@colum. edu

Tickling the

becomes a
"
job for grad
By Rashauna C. Hull
Staff Writer

The nation's premier motorcycle
radio talk show, "Open Road
Radio," has opened the door of
opportunity for its founder, producer and host, Gina Woods, a
Columbia alumna who has proven
that following your dreams can
lead to unimagined success.
"Open Road Radio" was
founded in 1997 while Woods
was working at another Chicago
radio slation, WVVX 103.1 FM.
After eight months of surveying
people on the streets ofChicago on
their thoughts of a radio motorcycle talk show, Woods was offered
her own radio show by the operations instructor at WVVX.
Woods, who has been riding
motorcycles for almost 20 years,
retailed with Harley Davi dson
and has done several runway
motorcycle trade shows.
While attending the University
of Texas as a radio major she had
her first child and decided to raise
her in her hometown of Chicago.
Woods moved back to Chicago
with little thought of going back
to school-until she heard about
the radio program at Columbia.
She was so impressed by what the
program had to offer that she
decided to attend Columbia as a
communications majcr, which
Jed her into a career in radio.
Woods 'vas a full-time student
and a single mNher in her early
30s, making her the oldest in
most of her classes. In addition,
she worked two part-time jobs to
help put her daughter through
school.
" Gina always gave 150 percent," said Christine Moran, performing radio formats teacher
and mentor to Woods. " She has
the necessary desire, drive and
work ethic that it requires."
Woods believes that she benefited from Columbia's hands-on

I

Chuchito Valdez, an AfroCuban musician, performs at the Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave., on Oct 18. Valbez participated in the a workshop that taught people about the roots of AfroCuban music. Valdez was born in Havana, Cuba. and performed piano with the Cuban band
lrakere for two years.

radio program and working with
actual professionals in the field.
Her enthusiasm · about radio, networking and building strong relationships with her teachers enabled
her to ftnd a job in Chicago.
In 1992, Woods began working
for US 99.5, where she had her
most benef:cal radio experience.
She also learned that with positive learning experiences come
negative critiques.
"One program director told me
that l was never going to make it
because he did not like my
voice," Woods said.
Criticism only encouraged
Woods. She began working at
WVVX as a board engmeer m
1995, where ·'Open Road Radio"
was bo.n. Two years later she
moved to WCBR and then WJKK.
WJKK was not satisfying
enough for Woods. Her audience
was small due to the station 's low

wattage and she had to pay for
her show to be on air.
"Open Road Radio" premiered
Simi lar to
on WCKG in
WVVX, Woods had to pay for
airtime-almost $1,000 per hour.
Woods searched for greater
opportunities for her talk show.

:woo.

"I am amazed at !tow my
career ltas turned out
Nobody ever thought a
nwtorcyc/e radio sltow
would go this far."
-Gin a Woods, Colum bia
alumna and radio show host
She contacted several radio stations in the Ch icagoland area. In
the midst of her searching, she
landed a job with WilL Rock
95. 1 FM in April.
After I 0 years on the airwaves,

"Open Road Radio" has c:u ised
onto Next Media 's WilL Rock
95. 1 FM. The show hits Chicago
airwaves every Sunday from II
a.m. to noon .
" ["Open Road Rad io") is one
of a kind," said Patrick
McDorman, Woods' longti me
friend, who assists her. "She is
the first to have a motorcycle
show and a lot of other stations
have tried to copy it since."
Topics such as the latest product' reviews, insurance, tech tips,
rally events, travel bits and race
resu Its can be hc.ard on the program. ln addition, interviews with
motorcyc le riding celebrit ies
such as Eve! Knievcl 's son,
Robbie Knievel , Jay Leno, and
interviews with motorcycle manufacturers are also featured~
At \VIIL Rock, " Open Road
Radio" has gained more listeners,
sponsorship and has become a

larger part of the radio industry.
'' I am amazed at how my career
has turned out," Woods said.
"Nobody ever thought a motorcycle radio show would go this far;
we have been on for almost I0
years."
Woods now has two co-hosts,
National Motorcycle Hall-ofFarner Jo Giovannoni and motorcyc list Ro bert Garbner, who
enj oy doing radio with her and
apprec iate her work ethic.
If there is one piece of advice
Woods would give to students
who aspire to be in the radio
field, it would be to stay focused
and determined.
"Always follow your dreams,"
Woods said. "No one thought I
would ever make it this far and I
did."
chrof'icle'li)~olum

edu
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Adler School of Professional Psychology

Friday, Oct. 27th - 10am-3pm

American Film Institute

Conaway Cen<e~ 1st Floor, 1104 5. Wabash
G('~t ing 1t1

t <tkt•\ .,.,ore th<'!f' .1 tr<tn•,tnp~ Mld Ml '"·S·lY Grallu.lt['
;»ogramo; from 'liOtlnd thf' n.11r0n w1ll !)<lthN to g•vr 'f'lV ..\(f•b€"1' on
subn,,n:n o t>O' ~.folto ~nd applicatio n l'll~ierl.,ls Wh<'t hcr you'r('

Art Institute of Boston/Lesley
Art Institute of Ch icago

l"t?d<Jy lO .)Pt>ly ()< Jl.l'l •JHr)ktr.q c!:bOV! f.ll~d !>< t!Otll, rep•eSC•lldiNt'S

from our

gue~ t

scnooh. w11! gu•de you on t)l. •tltJ u"9

Mlunprc~w,•·

Boston Un iversity

,1ppl1t <1tion p.,ci....J3"

California College of the A r ts
Oh. <\l"d dor1'1 h.)rqe:l to Orin9 yOur portfo ho If • o:ol)te$S. ret-! or
w ork ~•rnl'!l!~.

Carnegie Mellon University
Chapm'ln Unive rsi ty

...._,, ,.,:,.......

.. . .

Columbia Colle9e Chicago

n-· .• www colum edu/portfoUo ~~•

....-.:.-.

~. ~ '

John Marshall law School
I O•"'

]ptn··········

10am· I0!4S..m ·····

On• on One Admt. .lon Adv holn 9
App llc..tlons

Maine College of Art & Design

~How T o ~

Memphis College of Art
Mi ami Ad School
Submitting DICJJt•• S ample••

Mlnneapolls College of Art

A ·r

::Schedule: :

_Mount Mary College
p

Show Off Portfolio Reviews .. .
One part: ment orsh1 p, one part talent search , Show Off <S a p rogram that bri ngs art<sts, pro<ess<onals and stu d ents togeth er for portfol io
rev iews and adv<s ing. Regi st,·ation requ i red . Students should call 312-344-7280 for more •ntormat1on.

October 24th

I 7pm

October 26th

1

I lpm

WUNDERMAN

PIE TOWN PRODUCTIONS

Wunderman Chicago <s part of a global award- .11 nn1ng promot<Ondl

Produ ce r Kennet h ,·,, '-c.v o f r1e oow r; Product ions will be here to meet
TV and Film Ju n :·x~. 5en.ors, grad stCJdents and spr:ny ':)5 grads w it h a
workiro'J reel (or;; ;)'JD ;~mpler 0f their w ork ) 1n cm~•natograp hy.
videography and d·rec:;ng ( ... and prr.duCing too) . Pie Tcwn prodJCCs
the p o p~:lar cable programs Des<gn '"' a Dime , Hou!.e '-'unters, 24 Hour
Des<gn ,md Ra c h~l Ray" s Tasty Traveos among other~ . r:enneth w ill give
feed back to student s on their sam ples and is act ively looking for Direc-

ag ency nhose c"ents mclude

~1 icrosoft

( Xbox), Bu rger K1 ng, Vndafonc

and Cove . A rt Director Kristine Rohl '0 3 w111 IIS<t to rcv1ew credt"c
adv~rt < sm g

portfol<os. Open to Jun<ors. Sen<or s and Spnng '06

grddua·es

November 2nd

I 2pm

November 7th

I lOam

LISA BOYLE GALLERY

i4 DESIGN

l1 '..d FY>yl~ o f ~h'' L•o:;a Roy!,.. Gai !Pry w tll v tstt Columbta to meet ac;ptrlng

14 design Is an award · winnin g bra nding and package design agency
effectively re,l chlng consumers by st imulati ng emotional experiences.
Clients Inclu de Kell ogg's, Quaker, Philip Morris, Keebler, Ocean Spray
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Caribbean author discusses books, life
By Steve Yaccino
Assistant Campus Editor
At the climax of Columbia's
eighth-annual Creative Nonfiction
Week Oct 19, Jamaica Kincaid
stood tall at the podium inside the
Film Row Cinema on the top floor
of the 1104 Center, 1104 S.
Wabash Ave. Her hair was pulled
back beneath a white bandanna as
she read excerpts from her books
Tallc Stories and My Brother in an
elegant West Indies accent.
Born and raised in poverty on
the Caribbean island of Antigua,
Elaine Potter Richardson, who
later adopted the penname Jamaica
Kincaid, moved to the States at the
age of 17 to nanny for a wealthy
American family.
She began reading at an early age
and al~ays enjoyed w riting.
Kincaid began writing and was soon
discovered by New Yorker columnist George Trow, who helped land
her a job on the magazine's staff.
Her many novels and nonfiction
narratives describe her. childhood,
homeland and family with beauty
and rawness. She now teaches acreative writing course at Harvard
University.
The Chronicle: Why did you

change your name?
When I start:d to write, I didn't
want my parents to know I had
embarked on this really unheard of
thing. No one in the history of the
place I come from wrote. I was
afraid they would laugh at me. I
thought I would fail at it, but that
didn't stop me from trying.
H ow did you choose Jamaica
Kincaid?
It was done lightly, but it took a
lot of time. I had many combinations of islands and Scottishsounding names. It was quite fun.
Do you think creative nonfiction
has a distinct purpose in society,
besides entertainment?
I hope so. I mean, even entertainment can serve a higher purpose.
Well, eve n my fiction is very much
informed by real things. Often
things in my fiction tum up in my
nonfiction and vice versa. It's just a
question of change of direction for
nie. If I'm writing a piece of fiction, I manipulate the facts to suit
ce rtain e motional ends I have. If
I'm writing nonfiction, I very much
insist that I hew to some realistic,
actionable truth. I never associate
eithe r form with entertaining or

n01. I'm one of those ridiculously
constantly serious people.

around. So is it emOiional? Yes, but
it's not crippling.

Is there an over:ill theme to your
work?
I'm nOI conscious of it when I'm
doing it. I'm only conscious of it
when someone points it out to me,
and I wouldn't want to be conscious
of it myself. There's some emotional quality I'm sure, but I'm not
aware of it; if I was I'd immediately
get rid of it. I don't like the familiar
in my writing. Every time I write a
set of things I want to believe I'm
doing something new, writing like
I've never wrinen before.

Tell m e about the book you read
from on Oct. 19.
I started out intent to read the
book I wrote "hile traveling in
Nepal co!lecting flower seeds. But
here I am in Chicago. I wrote a
book about my brother dying of
A IDS and found out about some
crucial information about his life in
Chicago right around the time he
die<). So. looking out my hotel window, I was reminded of it. I thought
I would read my book about my
brother. It was a very extraordinary
moment in my life, and I have
these very complicated feelings
about C hicago because of that.

Do you find it difficult to bala nce writi ng s tructure a nd
e motio ns whe n approach ing a
pe rsonal piece?
It seems to me that in writing,
there are all sorts o f tensions, things
that are opposed to each other, in
conflict with each other, that a
writer has to have. You have to
know everything on the one hand,
and you have to know nothing on
the other hand, and in between you
have to write. If you think of it, the
anxiety, the unease, the discomfort,
the unsettlingness in those two confli cting states, that's what I ~vrite

Andrew Nelles/The Chronicle

Jamaica Kincaid spoke about her brother, who died of AIDS, at the Film Row Cinema in the 1104
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave., on Oct. 19, as a part of Creative Nonfiction Week

Lunden:

Weight loss:

Anchor gives

Student addicted
to serious diet

internship advice
Continued from Page 3
their homes, lives, bank accounts."
Lunden also had a lot of advice
to pass on to the young students in
the audience, saying that every little job can have importance.
"I have a m ono for life :
Whenever you ' re asked to do
something, just say yes and figure
out how to do it," Lunden said.
Lunden also said it was important
to make connections with Olhers in
the industry and valuable contributions when working at an internship.
" I would tell every intern who
came to work for me that they can
make the job as big or as small as
they wanted it to be," Lunden said.
''If you make yourself valuable (to
a production] they can ' I afford to
lose you. Any college student
should understand you need to use
every connection available to you
because it helps you get on the
playing field, learn how the game
worits, the secrets, the othc.-r players and they get to know you."

mkroeke@chroniclemail.cam

Continued from Page 3
weight loss.
Klein hadu' l seen David
Dabrowski since June of2005, and
Y.:lein, now Dabrowski 's fiance,
said she did not know he was on a
diet whe n they had their first date.
" He looked so incredibly different," Klein said . " I didn 't even re~
ognize him."
When David Dabrowski would
hit a goal weight, even after celebrating his I 00-pound weight loss
over New Year's Eve of 2005, he
said he always wanted to keep
going.
"Every time I hit a goal weight,
I would think, · rve g01 to lose
more,'" David Dabrowski said.
"Once I got around 2 10 (pounds],
my mom started gening mad at
me.'·
By May of 2006, he was down
to 180 pounds, exactly half of what
he weighed a year earlier. He later
weighed as little as 166 pounds
when he said he started agreeing
with his parents that !te needed to
stop.

"Just ' looking, in the mirror,
don' t look anything like I started,"
David Dabrowski said. " But when
I look in the mirror, I don't see skin
and bones like everyone is always
telling me."
C urrently at 180 pounds, a
weight he said he is happy with,
David Dabrowski said he now
can see how s ome people could
develop anorexia o r other eating
disorders.
" Once you get into the rhythm,
you don't want to stop," he said.
" What you see isn 't always what
others see."
Among all of the benefits David
Dabrowski said he 'has reaped
from losing the weight, he said the
best part is being able to shop in
normal stores.
"I had always s hopped at big
and tall stores," David Dabrowski
said . " I always thought, ' If I
could j ust shop at Old Navy.' I
needed a jacket sometim e in May,
and I picked up a large from Old
Navy. When I tried it on, it was
too big. I made such a big deal
out of it."
Although David Dabrowski
has yet to have cheated much on
his diet, he said he still has some
weaknesses for hi s favorite foods.
·' I would kill someone to be
able to eat strawberry ice cream

Tell me about hiking in the
Himalayas a nd your book
Among Flowers. Where did th at
idea stem from ?
It comes from my curiosity. I
became a gardener just around the
time I was a mother, and one thing
led to another. I became interested
in catalogues that the flowers come
from . Then I became interested in
the people who grew the plants
that I could order through the catalogues, and then I got interested in
where they got the seeds. So I traveled around the foothills of the
Himalayas collecting seeds for my
flower garden.
And the book is abou t your
journey?
The book is about that journey,
exactly. There's t ~Jt muc h to say
about it, I was quite in the state of
terror at the time. For one thing, I
was in a strange place, I had just
gotte n a divorce, I had left my son
all a lone at home. Nepal wasn't
strange, it was unbe lievable.
I've never seen a landscape like
that. Usually a landscape runs horizontal; this ran vertical. You could
practically see the sky- it was like
a bowl. The nights were unusual,
you'd hear s ile nce and the sound
of the landscape collapsing
because it does collapse a lot in
Nepal. It was extraordinary. I
sometimes think that all young
poets should have this experience.
Why was it so extraordinary?
I was consta ntly in a state of
nonstop for a week," Dabrowski
said . " I love lemon-meringue pie,
and a lady from my work gave
me a le mon-mering ue pie for my

awe and feeling terrified because
I was walking on little trees that
were no bigger than the palm of
my hand . and on the other side
was a huge drop. And then I ran
into the Maoist guerrillas and
the re were a co.;ple of times
where we thought they would kill
us. But to die that way isn 't fool·
ish .
I want to be very careful about
the way I die, so for instance. I' ll
never take a tour of the Grand
Canyon in a helicopter: I think
that's a very silly way to die.
Fall ing off a precipice "htlc
looking for the seed or a rare
magnolia wou ld be all right.
Which one o f your boo ks is you r
favorite and wh y?
Titc one· I just finished writing.
The one I' m writing is always my
favorite. the n when I'm done it's
no longer my fa vorite.
What is your new book about'?
Weill can't tell you. Because then
I wouldn 't be able to write it. But I
don't really read my own work or
think about it too much. I bear it in
my mind so muc h that when I'm
done with it, it's enough.
Do you think it's necessary or
limiting for students to study
writing in college?
I don 't think it's either. Writing
is suc h a peculiar thing, you can
study it, you can not study it, it
depends on what suits you . I
would have ·made a terrible student, but if I would have had the
opportunity, I would have taken it .
It just all depends, and the climate
you all arc in where the outlets for
writing are so limited because you
don't have magazine and newspapers to just peel out into. The
avenues for learning these things
by doing them are not as possible.
It's probably un likely that you
could wa lk into the New Yorker
a nd become a staff writer.
If you could give young writers
any adv ice, what would jt be?
Read. Read everything, even if
it 's the instructions on the bottle of
ketchup.

syaccino@Jchroniclemail.com
birthday- ! wanted to kill her. I
ended up eating it eventually."

At his highest weight David Dabrowski (right) weighed 360 pounds.
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gosh dam it, life is so hard
when you're young, tender and overwhelmed to
the point of cutting yourself with razorblades to
show off the scars like
trophies to your friends
who share in your pain
because they fee l like
you.
What's it like staring
into a mirror every time
you see somebody who
dresses the same way you
do? Because I' ll b~ honest, I can't help but feel
like I' m seeing a copy of a
A recent Saturday night of mine cgnsisted of staying at home, drinking a bot- copy when I see individuals from a partle of wine and watching a cheeky chick ticular stereotype who cut and style their
flick. I had plenty of opportunities to go hair in the same way, dress themselves
out with friends and hit some parties, but similarly, look like half-dead heroin
an undeniable urge to spend the night addicts, wear~idiculous amounts of eyealone overwhelmed me. I was feeling liner, and, perhaps most importantly, lisextra (emo)tiona!, and I wasn't even · ten to atrocious music that 's about as
drunk yet.
profound and meaningful as an MTV
Then it happened. After three or four reality show.
The thing that annoys me the most
glasses of some fine pinot noir, a haze
swept over me like a cold Chicago wind. about " the emo scene" is that it's comMy thoughts turned into jelly. My emo- pletely unoriginal. Music aside, the
tions took over. As the sappy movie cli- fashion ar.d culture of it·are rooted in the
maxed, so did my feelings of aloneness. indie and punk scenes. Emo culture
I felt like the main character in every steals traits of these two styles and
Fall Out Boy or Story of the Year song. blends them with a person adopting and
Befittingly, I felt ... emo.
adhering to an overabundance and
My dear misguided emo friends, you unnecessary amount of melodrama and
kno':" this feeling well: emotional to the sensitivity. You remind me of a walking,
point of penning pathetic poetry in your talking, Mexican soap oprea.
Of course, we all fall into certain
room lit by a few candles. Listening to
the stereo play some stupid emocore stereotyped groups. And most of us hate
band whose singer laments about his being pigeohholed, labeled and thrust
-losses, which you relate to because, into cultural categories-especially if

Dear emo kids,

needed to know.
There was the fifth
grade field trip to the
Robert Crown center
where, through videos
and · presentations, we
learned all about how
babies were made . If
watching a woman give
bi.-JJ on a huge screen
isn't enough to scare kids
into having safe sex, then
I don' t know what is.
Some years later, there
was eighth grade health
class,
where
Mr.
Hawkins made the whole class repeat
after him: " Penis, penis. penis, vagina,
vagina, vagina." That's a day I'll never
forget; a bunch of dorky eighth graders
giggling and nervously looking around
the room as they slowly said the phrase,
but avoiding eye contact, because no
one wants to look their crush in the eye
while mouthing the word "vagina."
As the elections roll around, though,
and politicians state their point of view
on certain issues, one that I take very
seriously is sex education in our
schools. Under the current administration, many educational programs teach
the abstinence only method, telling kids
that the most beneficial way to stay safe
is to just r.ot engage in any' sexual activity. Wait until marriage, they say, and
!hen you can have all the sex you want.
While some may say that 's the right
answer, I say it 's bullshit.
Because of those eeri ly memorable
educational even ts I had while growing
up, I know the importance of using protection every time I have sex. I admit, I
have had some slip-ups where the heal
of the moment took over and I didn't

Wrap it for me, baby
I lost my virginity at 19 years o ld to a
guy who said he lost his at 15 years o ld.
Some of my friends are sti ll virgins, and
some have been having sex since they
first knew what it was. The other day I
was trying to think of how I even
learned about sex in the first place. I
remember being on the bus as a little
kid, hearing the word " blowjob" and
having no idea what it meant.
See, I never had the sex talk with my
parents. Not that most parents go into
details about !low to give a proper
blowjob or go down on a girl till she
squeals with pleasure, but I assume most
parents do go over the basics with their
kids. Maybe my parents were too busy
or too embarrassed to discuss what happens when a guy puts his pee-pee into a
girl 's wee-wee.
I grew up with just my dad from seventh grade on, so I also imagine the
pressure a dad must feel to look into his
youngest"daughter's eyes and talk about
such a personal act. Instead, a ll that I
learned carne from friends, movies and
most importantly, school- they all
taught me the basics of everything I

that category is misunderstood or misconstrued by outsiders. Incidentally,
most people consider me to be an indie
music geek, when in fact I like a lot of
pop, metal and jazz music. A (ew have
even accused me of. being an emo,
something which I vehemently deny.
Yet here I was: Alone, drunk and on
the verge of weeping like a redheaded
stepchild who'd just received a bru~l
beating from one of its parents, and all
for no reason. I couldn't help but feel
like an overly emotional sissy. A wimp. ·
And it bothered me, so I put on some
Dillinger Escape Plan. And I was cured.
Music is powerful like tHat.
But it annoys me that emo takes that
power, that substance in musi.c, to an
extreme. Bands like My Chemical ·
Romance, The Used, Brand New, Finch
and the aforementioned Fall Out Boy
capitalize on simu lated rebe!lion and
pseudo-angst. It takes feel ings all of us
have and regurgitates them over music
that is far too polished.
And I can't help but wonder who is
truly to blame for this modem day epidemic in music- the bands, who are
marketed in a way where their image
supersedes their music, or the fans, who
capitalize on the bogus angst.. Emo
music sounds like a chorus of crybabies.
But we all cry, and, often times, we let
our emotions get the best of us. From
time to time, we all wear our emotions
on our sleeves. Some of us even stay at ·
home on a Saturday night to drink wine
and watch cheeky chick flicks. I guess
we all go a little emo sometimes.

bwhite@chroniclemail. com
make the wisest decisions, but I always
take the proper precautions afterward.
Most guys I know don 't Iike to use
condoms; they say it takes away from
the sensation. I understand, fell as, but
think about the somewhat lessened
pleasure compared to a lifetime of an
STD, or maybe even worse, a baby that
needs constant attention. I think the condom outweighs the apparent lack of sensation any day. My new guy knows
there's no way we' re getting it on U.'lless
he wears a condom, and we still have a
great time.
In fact, I bought my first pack of condoms when I knew he was probably
going to stay at my place and we'd most
likely have sex. It was a daunting task
since I didrl't know which ones to
choose-ribbed? Her sensation? Ultra
thin? Maybe warming sensation KY
jelly to add to the mix? The options
were overwhelming, but I felt content
with myself as I walked up to the cashier
and happily paid for my key to the land
of lots of (safe) sex.
Unfortunate ly, though, many kids
nowadays might not know that they
have the option to demand protection
before having sex or might not know it's
complete ly normal to buy a pack of condoms or birth control. For them, ignorance may be bliss until it lands them a
dirty wart or a big belly bump nine
months down the line.
Watching my guy rench over to my
nightstand for a condQm is probably one
of the sexiest things ever and just makes
me even more excited. I hope the next
generation gets to experience the same
thri II as they venll1re into the exciting
world of safe sex.

~ Wo~~Y.~oo~! y~~~~o'?.!~, ~~!; ~;., (i)
Mark Byrne - mbyrne@chronlclemall.com- (312) 344-8969
Mary Kroeck - mkroeck@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344-8971
Michael Claire - mclalre@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344-8982
Brent White - bwhlte@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344-8970

Here in Chicago it's ofteq hard to tell who rules
the road-pedestrians or cars. People jaywalk,
cross the street with just seconds to spare before
cabs or buses plow into them and cars stubbornly
drive while pedestrians s~ill have the walk signal.
More often than not, though, cars and walkers manage to get by just fll)e with a ra(ldom flic~ qf th~,;;~
middle finger, some swear words and a nice swerve
to avoid any dents or legal action.
That hasn' t been the case lately. Not to get
serious on everyone, but this week The Chronicle
would like to profile a specific kind of jackass.
We're talking about the kind that ·we don't just
~augh at, but would rather like to donkey punch,
head-butt, scoff at, pinch painfuiiy and spit on: hitand-run .drivers.
On Oct. 15, Theodore Troutman, a 46-year-old
Joliet man, was found dead on the street the morning after dying from a hit-and-run incident. The
driver has yet to be found. On Oct. 16, Kenneth
Junior, a 5-year-old boy, was hit by a car on the
South Side that blew a stop sign. He later died.
Police continue to search for the driver.
A study done recently by the National Highway
Traffic . Safety Administration reported that the
number of people killed in a hit-and-run incident
has increas~d by 20 percent since 2000. There's
nothing worse than a person who doon 'town up to
their crime, lllld it's a sad story that it happens so
otlen.
The study attributes the big increase in deaths to
more distractions and just plain not focusing on the
road. Here are some words of wisdom to drivers:
Pun your heads out of your asses, and pay more
attention. No one wants to end up a killer and a
jackass for the rest of his life.

ali

- T. Breyne
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Things that fold : It's not j ust origami
and T-shirts anymore. Hopefully one
day everything I own wi ll fold into a
smaller, more awkward object. My
favorite fo lds so far include my bicycle,
cereal bowl and laptop.
Dental n oss: I recently started floss ing
after brushing, and have found it to be a
worthwhile effort. It's just like that
delicious cigarette after a big meal; it
seals the deal. I have never been a
smoker, but maybe t h at'~ true.

Keggers: My roommates and I threw a
kegger on Friday the 13th for our roommate's 2 1st birthday. Some asshole
smashed our albino pumpkin over his
head. Someone stole one o f our glass
collectables. A girl pinched my
boy friend '~ ass while I was sleeping.
KARM A.
Teavana: The fresh tea that is the root
of my caffeine addiction and credit card
debt.
·

Getting hit by a ut il ity van: poesn't
Hyp ediss.com : T his online comm unity · that just sound badass.? My on ly injury
has been added to my daily web-s urfi ng was a frict ion-induced bum on my
elbow. Although one would assume getpattern. Users post products both new
ting h it by a utility van would be a trauand ole! for others to " hype" or "d iss."
matic experience, it was k ind of aweIt has a breadth of amazing products,
some.
and a lot o f N ike dunks with ridiculous
color-ways.
Jonathan Safra n Foer: This guy is
such a phenomenal author. He wrote
Blind Willow, S leep ing Wom an : This
Everything is Illuminated and Extremely
new collection of short stories by
Loud & Incredibly Close, which I am
Haruki Murakami is the perfect butre?
currently deeply enthralled in. T hese are
between school and work. The stories
two of the best books I have read in the
are great, but w hat bumps it into the
past year. This duo is perfect to read
Top 5 is the cover designed by Chip
when you are in a depressed stupor of
Kidd.
monotony. They have an ideal balance
of content to both help nurture the
iTun es 7: Despite the criticism, I can't
depress ion and make you laugh out
help but Jove the new interface every
time I open it. The new hierarchy, more louc:t at the ridiculous mores of life.
Both cynically examine d ifferent qual iwhite space and fl attened feel o f it is
ties of our ex istence on an extreme ly
beautifu lly done. While I' m in love
· micro level.
w ith Cover Flow, my incomplete collection of album artwork leaves me
Elliptical machin es: Add iction. The
down in the dumps.
endorphin high I get from "run ning" is
far better than any other form of selfmed ication that I have prescribed.

Standing in the middle of th e sidewalk: When people are trying to get to
class or work and other people randomly stop and talk making it is impossible
to get around them, it puts a smile on
my face. Thank you very much.
W icker Park, my new home away
fro m T h e C h r on icle: There are so
many different things to do and bars to
go to. Everything is within walking distance. The best part about it, though, is
the guy who dances on the comer of
North Avenue and Damen Avenue at 2
a.m. He carries an ' 80s-style boom box
and' has really sweet moves. I can only
sum it up as impressive.
. Books or read ing in genera l: It gives
me a chance to get away and think of
all the th ings I cou ld be doing with my
life. It a lso gives me a chance to think
about w hat I might do 40 years from
now when I get done paying off all of
my school loans and am able to do
something I enjoy.
C ity st reet sweepe rs : I am happy to
know that you, like the post office, will
get the job done through rain, s leet or
snow, just because more water needs to
be put on the ground.
T he d ocumenta r y Pimps. Up, Hoes
Down : You taught me many th ings in
the long two hours of my life that you
wasted . The inost important is how
NOT to treat women. You also have
perhaps the funniest award show of all
t ime, .the National Pim p Awards. The
prize for winning is a g iant chalice,
which is g igantically funny.

.

""

Footsteps in the sand have a certain connotation to them. Seeing someone, like this little girl, follow in them can give a quiet
feeli ng of nostalgia. Watching her jump from footstep to footstep can make one smile. She proudly announced that she was
, going to erase all the previous footsteps so that only hers remained. This was taken before a wedding at St. Michaels, a
resort along the Chesapeake Bay.
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Old lheoter begins new ero

Historic Chicago the a ter, The Biograph, reopens after $11.3 million renovation
By Brent Steven White/ Assistant A&E Editor
The house lights dim and a hush Registry o f Historic Places in
falls· over the audience at the 1999. The theater is one o f the o ldBiograph Theater as the first play est in the country.
The Biograph was made
to be performed at the legendary
venue since it closed in 2004 is famous when, in 1934, FB I
about to premiere to local, region- agents killed the notorious and
elusive gangster John Dillinger
al and national press.
Victory Gardens, a local theater as he left the venue after seeing
company founded in 1974, pur- " Manhattan Melodrama" with his
chased the 92-year-old theater for girlfriend, Polly Hamilton.
$2 million, and spent $9.3 million · Because of Dillinger's death
renovating and rebuilding the the- and the age of the theater, it was
ater into a state-of-the-art 299-seat named a city landmark by the city
auditorium. The renovation was of Ch icago's Commission of
headed by architect Daniel P. Historic Places.
The theater 's new name on the
Coffey.
The theater company purchased marquee also made its debutthe Biograph from Larry Edwards, Victory Gardens Biograph.
"When the opportul)ity arose to
w ho rented the hall for short-term
be in a new space and res tore an
theater festivals.
Built in 1914 and designed by iconic piece o f Chicago's history,
Samuel N. Crowen, the Biograph we couldn 't pass it up," said Allen
Theater, 2433 N. Lincoln Ave., Doederlein, director of developwas placed on the Nation.a l ment for the Victory Gardens

The

Theater. "Because we're at the
Biograph, we' re allowing our
artists to paint on a bigger canvas,
giving them better tools and the
opportunity to expand."
Much of the $11.3 million it
took to refurbish the infamous theater was given to Victory Gardens
by friends and donors, Doederlein
said. Two· such benefactors were
Ann and Bob Wiseman, who were
in attendance for the play and said
they've given thousands o f dollars
to the theater company, including
$6,000 for two lifetime seats at the
new Biograph.
"Victory Gardens at the
Biograph is important for Chicago
theater and local playwrights,"
Ann Wiseman said. "The [renovated) theater will do well."
Victory Gardens at the Biograph
kicked off its resurrection with
Charles Smith 's " Denmark,"
which received a standing ovation.
"Denmark" is a dramatization of
an early 1800s freed slave named
Denmark Vesey. Vesey, a controversial figure in black history:
planned a rebellion in Charleston,
S.C., to free the city's slave population. But the plan was disclosed
to authorities, who arrested and
hanged Vesey.
A former Columbia student stars
in the play. Anthony Fleming III,
who attended Columbia in 1997
but didn't graduate, plays Vesey
and said he's been involved with
theater for nine years.
"Th~ audl~nce was awesome

Restoration in the new Biograph Theater took more than two years
and ·cost Victory Gardens over $11 million. ·
tonight," Flemmin~ said at a
reception following his performance. " (Theater] is more collaborative than film, and the audience
reaction is more immediate. I love
the process of a play being put
together."
The newly reinvented theater
was jam-packed for the Oct. 15
performance, which was preceded
by a reception in the venue's
lobby. The play will run until Nov.
12, and is followed by "The Snow
Queen," which will be performed
Dec. I to Jan. 7, 2007.
Dennis Zacek, artistic directo r
for "Den mark," said spending
$11.3 mi llion so that Victory
Gardens could have a new ho me
is a huge achievement for the
theater company.

"It's a theater that is dedicated
to the new work of playwrights," Zacek said. "To have
accomplished [this restoration]
is amazing."
In 200 I, Zacek accepted a Tony
Award for Regional Theatre on
behalf · of Victory Gardens, the
highest award that can be given to
regional theaters.
He also said purchasing the
Biograph was both· an important
move for the Chicago theater company and for the city of Chicago.
"We have saved the BiograP.h,"
Zacek said. "This place could-have
turned into a gallery, a shop or a
sports bar, but we're continuing
the legacy."

Props:

district in Chicago's Bridgeport al layout to them, and the whole
neighborhood, Zap is essentially a place can come across as one
cross between Willy Wonka 's gigantic maze.
chocolate factory and a Ripley's
"The organization relies mainBelieve It or Not museumly on me knowing where things
minus, of c~urse, the tasty aphro- are," Wolthuis said. "Usually,
disiacs, cheese factor and Oompa though, people have something
specific that they 're looking for,
Loom pas.
Walking into the rental portion so we normally push them in the
of· !he building, it's easy to get right direction."
David "Big" Krause, a prolost in the sheer size and randomContinued from Front Page ness of the place. The initial first duction des ign teacher at
steps greet patrons with a sens9ry Columbia, advises his students
Batman Begins and the television overload of med1cal supplies and to use Zap for their productions.
"Even though they' re not very
series "Prison Break,"' said Zap various circus paraphernalia.
Partial medical cadavers are organized, that's half the fun,"
owner Bill Rawski.
While Zap does try catering to stacked along old pharmaceutical Krause said. "It's kind of an
most films, they do claim to spe- counters, while various creepy adventure to go there."
clown busts are strewn over dis- · Disorganization aside, Zap's
cialize in certain aesthetics.
"Most motion pictures, especial- torted "fun" mirrors and pinball employee mishaps do tend to
border on the bizarre.
ly ones with a grittier type of feel machines.
To fi rst-timers, the various
"We lost a six foot doughnut
or ones set in ·an antique type of
setting, come here," Wolthuis said. rows of shelves and piles of the other day," Wolthuis said.
· Located in a barren warehouse "stuff" have no real organization- "My boss claims it was a bagel,
but I still say it was a doughnut."
Although the discount seems
enticing for prospective student
clients, Krause cautions that students may not find exactly what
they ' re looking for.
" I think they're great for some
stuff," Krause sa id. "They're
great for the more unusual
things, but for a lot of the standards that you'd expect to find
in a prop house, they lack."
Rawski , a long time antique
dealer, first began supplying
props to production companies
more than I 0 years ago when he
supplied coin-operated merchandise to the film A League of
Their Own .
Soon after working on a few
more movies, like Home Alone,
Rawski saw a need to provide
Chicago with a large prop house
and as a result Zap opened its
first location off Belmont. ..
After a decade of business and
a new store location, Zap not
An unusual number of fans mingle with filmmaking gear and various
only allows customers a chance
other props.

Stuffed to the
gills for filmmakers and
collectors

Zap Props and Antiques, 3611 S. Loomis Pl., contains an overwhe:ming amount of antiques and knick-knacks.

ing with creative possibilities for
designers, artists and film auteurs
and Zap never fails to interest its
customers and employees.
"Yeah, it's a crazy place, but
after a while the novelty wears
off and it's just the product that
you have, and you forget that
every piece is amazing andpriceless," Wolthuis said.

to rent props and antiques from
its vast warehouse, but it also
sells many of its items on eBay,
designs its own custom props and
supplies wall decor for restaurants ~.nd bars.
"We've done all the Portillo's,
most oi the Fuddruckers and a
few Potbelly's," Wolthuis said.
But even during its slowest
days, this warehouse s.ill o:verflows with life and nostalgia.
Every cranny and shelf is teem-

mc/aire@chroniclemail.com
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Podcosts meet
crime fighting
Internet-based program airs weird tales
of delinquency
By Klm Driscoll/Staff Writer

It's digital media meets the world of crime Trustee Professor at Syracuse University's
fighting with "Stop! Police," a new podcast S.I. . Newhouse . School of Public
that provides listeners with weird, wild and Communications.
• "The idea of seeing others who look like
wicked tales from the streets of Chicago.
The Internet-based program, located at .us. but who behave differently, is appealinsideChicagotv.com, adds to the growing ing," he said of the show.
number of news downloads by thOS'e
"Stop! Police" material basically writes
enthralled with non-traditional forms of itself since it comes directly from the
Chicago police blotter, Holm said,
Police" was launched in August, acknowledging that there isn't a lock of
the two-month-old show features rarely interesting crime taking place in the city.
"There is sometinles comedy in tragedy,"
true crime stories taken from the
Chicago police logs. Newscaster said Darren Stephens, the show's newscaster.
Recently, Stephens poked fun at a crime
Stephens presents the stories in a
news style, mixing seriousness and victim, as he frequently does in his shows.,
who reported to Chicago police that his
Police" producer Michael Holm said laptop had been stolen after he left it on the
people are generally interested in crime, car seat with the windows down.
he tried to create a noir-style program
"You have to have some respect and sensiIreJnit11il';ca1t of old news shows.
bility [when reporting the news)," Stephens
was a different type of sensation- said. "But why would you leave a laptop on
back then, and newscasters created your seat and your windows down in the city
when delivering the news," of Chicago?"
said.
lnsideChicagotv.com is home to two podDavid Berner, a full-time faculty mem- casts: "Stop! Police" and "insideChicago," a
ber in Columbia 's Radio Department, lifestyles type show, featuring video ofjourexplained podcasting as audio and video nalist Ellen Fox visiting Chicago neighborfiles distributed over the Internet, using syn- hoods in search of real, behind-the-scenes
dicated feeds, which are downloaded to per- stories.
sonal computers, iPods and MP3 players.
Fox 's latest show featured the Columbia
Podcasts are available through online sub- College Sar1orial Flux fashion exhibition,
scription or by going directly to the site and which features custom made garments that
downloadmg, and most are free of charge.
are functional and innovative. The show
' This is media on demand;: Berner said. also featured designer Valerie LaMontagne
And people like podcasts lx-cause you can among others.
.
" We want to be informed, but also enterlisten [to them] whenever you want."
Derner also said podcasting is appealing tained," said Mallory Sohmer, production
because "these syndicated progran1s are reg- manager for insideChicagotv.com and a
u:arty dc w:1loaded to you without your hr.v- Columbia alumna. She said Stephes' invising to do anything."
jbiliry adds to his appeal, "he is like the
Berner proposed two podc3~nng programs wizard."
be added to the Columbia mdio curriculum,
The company hired Sohmer, who graduJ-term "how to podcast" program and one ated in May of this year, after an internship
that include:; podcast marketing.
and some freelancing at Pixel Brothers,
" People want to listen and see what we Inc., a local production company.
when we want," as indicated by pubA collaboration between Pixel Brothers,
in pay-per-view, iTunes and Inc .. Webjones, a technical production comBerner explained.
pany, and Inside Publications, a newspaper
Those amused by weird news seek out covering neighborhoods on Chicago's North
lotcmet sites, such as YouTube and "Stop! Side, comprise insideCiticagotv.com.
" because local radio and news proThompson said aocess to programs like
strickter ju<jgements on what is "Stop! Police" provides a level of local covnewsworthy. "Stop! Police" erage, and it is appealing to hear about the
find the huomor in crime situations mishaps of others.
1ght them. For example. the show
"A part of it is you feel better about your·
a story in which a mnn spotted self," Thompson said. "You can feel superior
trymg to break into his car and to others without actually being involvedthe criminaL l11e offender then like watclting reality shows. We used to have
pulled out n knife, said "get back" and rode outlets like freak shows. People just need a
o ff on a blue moun tam bike.
diversion."
"This 1s stuff you con ' t get anywhere
e lse [or m mnmstreum mediuj, " said Dr.
chronicle@colum.edu
Robert Thompson. pop culture expert and
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ICE mokinO music from orl
Columbia's artist-in-residence:ensemble has a musical
response to French artist's exhibit
By Mark Byme/A&E Ed.itor
Last month, Claire Chase
walked into an art gallery and
dreamt "of writing music for an
exhibit·based on dreams.
'
On Oct. 27, she'll be able to
do just that. Chase is the executive director and flutist of the
International
Contemporary
Ensemble, the artists-in-residence . chamber musicians at
Columbia College and New
York University. The exhibit, at
Flatfile Gallery, 217 N.
Carpenter St., is the work of
French artist Alexandra Loewe.
lt features numerous exhibits in
a variety of mediums, which all
relate to dreams. Chase wasted

no time, and set up a show at
Flatfi!e on the closing night of
the exhibition, during which
ICE will improvise a performance as a response to Loewe's
art.
· "When I looked at her series I
immediately thought, 'we have
to play this piece·," Chase said.
"We need to get a bunch of
musicians standing in . front of
this painting ar.d we need to
play the painting."
The show will feature several
performances, i:-tcluding a percussion piece, written specifically for ICE by Huang Ruo, a
composer they work with often.

This series, 'Recorded Dreams,' was painted by AleJ<andra Loewe
in ink, using her finger: Claire Chase said it reminded her of musical notation, and inspired the performance at Flatfile Gallery, 217
N. Carpenter St., on Oct. 27.
J,, ; lfiiJI• ••
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There will also be pieces penned
by well-known modern composers Takemitsu and John
Cage. Chase said that all of the
compositions they picked fit
Loewe's
exhibition
with
because they are reminiscent of
dreams. Chase describes the
music as anything from "the
very bizarre and abstract and
dark (to the] the childlike and
innocent and sweet"-all of
which she thinks \viii fit nicely
with Loewe's work. The highlight of the show will be 20
improvised vignettes for 20 of
Loewe 's pieces.
"We do a lot of interesting
things, but we've never done
this exact thing before," said
Susan Aurinko, the owner and
director of Flatfile Gallery.
Aurinko said the gallery occasionally hosts events such as
poetry · readings, but an ensemble playing music to art is a new
to both her and the gallery.
ICE plays a series in New
York that merges visual art with
mus ic, so Chase is more familar
with the c.o ncept. 'rhis is the
first time ICE has worked with
Loewe, though -it won' t be the
last-Chase said the two of
them are already collaborating
on another project. Aurinko said
that she too would like to do this
type of performance in the
future, though she recogni zes
that Chases' reaction to Loewe's

paintings might have been a factor of "serendipity."
"It 's unlikely that it' ll happen
on a regular basis because you
have to have the right musicians
seeing the righl show at 'the· right
moment," Aurinko said. " I hope
that it will be the beginn ing of a
relationship with ICE."
Chase explained that musicians o ften enjoy performing in
galleries because they typically
provide a good acoustic atmosphere.
" [Galleries are] very live and
very intimate," Chase said. " It 's
perfect for chamber music."
Joe Cerqua, the supervising
producer of Columbia's Music
Department, said a musical
reaction to art is nothing new,
but it shows that ICE "is trying
new things. He·said it is one of
only a handful of groups in the
city who he cons iders to be
" pushing the boundaries" of
music. When Columbia chose
ICE as artists-in-residence in
2004, .Cerqua said they were.

Courtesy Flatftle Gallery
This piece, titled ' Dream Track
17', is part of a long series of
drawings done with pencil and
ink that depict abstract objects
from the dreams of Alexandra
Loewe.
looking for an innovative
ensemble who could regularly
perform recitals.
"That was where the search
started," Cerqua explai ned. " It
ended wi th ICE because they're
brilliant."
Even though he said the concept isn' t new, Cerqua said he is
excited for the performance on
Oct. 27.
"This is one of the reasons
why we keep them around," he
said.

mbyrn~@chroniclemail.com
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Songbird blends British rock with Steinbeck
Matt Costa fakes time off the road to
talk about his California roots and
'The Electric Kooi-Aid Acid Test'
By Jenifer K. Fischer/ Mana ging Editor ·

On Oct. 17 the MySpace and
(Red) Hotel Cafe Tour hit Park
West. The show's Chicago lineup
consisted of folk, acoustic and
indie sets including the Weepies,
Joshua Radin, Cary Brothers and
Charlotte Martin, as well as headliner Matt Costa, whose divinely
s imple and exquisite ly crafted
music evokes lazy summer afternoons, meandering road trips and
life's simplest beauties.
Costa hails from the California
coast. After shattering his leg in a
skateboarding accident fewer than
five years ago, he rediscovered the
guitar he started playing at the age
of 12, and the rest, we shall say, is
history. Jack Johnson's Brushfire
Records re-released 24-year-o ld
Costa's first full -length album,
Songs We Sing, earlier this year.
As Costa made hi s way to
Chicago from Milwaukee, he chat:
ted with The Chronicle from the
road about his musical inspirations.
The Chronicle: So you haven't
bad any real formal training, it's
mostly been self-discovery?
C os ta: It was interes ti ng
because when I fi rst s tarted
writing song s, I was drawn to
the s implic iry o f fo lk mu sic
because it was like there wasn' t
so much to digest, be ir.g like the
drum parts and the electri c. g uitar parts and the bass and all that
when it's good it all kind of
blends into one thing; but for me
it was like, ' man, I have no idea
how they're doing that' so I just
broke it down into the acoustic
and built it from there . I heard
things on my favo rite records
and tried to emulate however
they were creating that sound
and sometimes I did it wrong,
but then you come up with your
o wn techniques and variations
on it.
You are from California. Does
that translate into your music?
I g uess. Yo u can 't help b ut
have whatever sound that 's naturall y whe re yo u're fro m.
Everyone has their so und k ind
o f where they' re from, and they
can't he lp it because th at 's jus t
w ho they are, and the ir s urroundings definite ly shape th eir
mus ic . I guess I' d say it's almost
more li ke havir.g an accent.
Your music seems to refl ect
th e sounds of a lot o f U. K.
gro ups. Wh o a rc yo ur big
mu sical influ ences?
When I started writin g mu sic I
was li sten ing to a lot of
Donovan- his most po pular
song was " Me ll ow Ye ll ow,"
k ind of later in hi s career when
he started getting more into the
psychedeli c- bu t ear ly on he
was kind of like the Britis h Bob
Dy lan . The thing that appea led
to· me abo ut th at was j ust the
guitar and his voice and how
just that could carry a song.
So I learned a bunch of those
early songs. A nd from there I
got turned o n to listening to the
Beatles, the Kink s and the

Zo.mbies. Contemporary artists
frc m Britain like Travis and
Belle and Sebastian are arti sts I
like a lot.
What is it about those particular
artists' sound that attracts you?
Whatever that fee ling is, that
intangible feeli ng you can 't
describe. To me it 's like an
escape. You hear those songs
and bands, and they' re coming
from some place totally d ifferent than where you were raised,
from a d ifferent background . I
was just natu~a lly drawn to that.
Have you ever had a chance to
meet any of those musicians?
I have met Donovan. I met
him w hen I was in D ubl in,
Ireland. I met him at a hotel. I
got in there really early in the
morning. D uring the s how I' d
stayed over at some kid's ho use
and played music a ll night long.
As I was getting into the elevator I just decided to talk to him
and te ll him h ow m uch his
music meant to me, and he was
really nice.
How is that as an artist, who is
also a fan? Does it change the
encounter?
- To be on the other s id e o f that
for someone really made me
appreciate it. I saw the way he
acted- it definitely it made me
appreciate how down to earth he
was, and I jus t try to be the same
way to people that my music
affects because I know how
much o f an in fl uence he had on
me and my life.
How so?
The songs that yo u listen to,
they're j ust as much a part o f
your life as whatever sort of
relat ionsh ips you have in your
li fe, w hoever it is. Whatever
ti me yo u' re go ing th rough,
w hether y o u' re in schoo l or
have a bad accident or whatever,
the songs are what take you
back to those ti mes in y our life.
They're there through all of it.

Courtesy Fresh and Clean Media
Fo rmer pro s kate boarde r Matt Costa traded in h is board to s ing for Jack Johnson's record label,
Brushfire Records.
tion for the songs?
Bas ically it 's j ust my obsessions at the time. All I do when I
walk around is picture myself living inside the book, and I can ' t
he lp but- that's a ll I think about
so I end .up writing about it.
I could say " Ballad of Miss
Kate" is roughly based on the
book East of Eden. [The character] Katherine Trask is M iss
Kate in the song, so it's loosely
based
on
that.
"Swee t
Thursday" is another Jo hn
Ste inbeck re ference . lr ta lks
about going to Monterey and
things near Salin as. Mo nterey
County is where Steinbeck lived
and wrote about a lot o f characters in his book. I drive up the
coast a lot and spen d t ime there,
and I wrote about th at j ust referring to a bunch o f stuff in his
books. Like I said, the t it le track
and the a lbum are named after
the ho use I used to go s ing
songs in .

Like the na me o f your a lbum ,
Songs We S ing?
Actua lly, the name o f the title
came from when I first s tarted
writing the record. I was j ust
coverin g songs ~nd writing
songs here and there, and I' d
bring them over to my friends'
house. It was kind of a fl ophouse where everyone would
j ust h an g o ut. People would
come fro m out o f tow n and go
and leave, and every night we'd
sit around an d drink and smoke It 's n ot jus t music, th en.
and write, and I'd play songs or Au thors- S tcinbeck- h avc a
someone e lse wo uld take th~ bi g influence o n you. Arc th e re
g uitar and play a song and just an y othe r artists wh o aren' t
have a good time.
necessa rily musician s wh o
Basically all the songs that I influence your wo rk?
brought over there that I would
Yeah . I would say a lot o f the,
sing there for the first time became like when I started getting into
all the songs for the re~ord, so I Dylan and Donovan, that's sort
though! what better title than to . of the folk th ing and the beatnik
call it than Songs We Sing?
thing. One of my fri ends turned
me on to Kerouac 's stuff, and I
Where'd you find the insplra- got into that.

That wasn' t rea lly necessarily
more inspirat ion for w riting as
it was- ah, it was inspiration
for writing- but like inspiration
in a sense that way that he lived
and those people l ived, it was
kind o f like a carefree sort of
business that 's they' re kind of
trave ling vagabonds doing their
th ing. There 's something really
romant ic about that. That's kind
of what we do w hen we' re to uring. Yo u just ki nd of have to let
go o f everything, and you defini te ly are detached from the cultura l norm . You kind of j ust get
in your own world of whatever
and that 's what [Kero uac] was
all about and the who le beatnik
generat ion thing.
Wha t are yo u reading now?
Right now I' m readi ng Tom
Wolfe's The Electric Kooi-Aid
(l cid Test and so that's the same
kind of the whole evolution of
that scene into the same sort of
mindset. That's inspiration in a
sense j ust to break out of the
norm or what you think is the
norm because everyth ing is
there is no normal no matt er
what you' re raised to believe.
So w h a t do y ou d o w he n
yo u're back h ome?
Write some more songs. I like
going on the Califo rnia coast.
There's a lot to see and just kind o f
escape on the coast there with the
different kind of landscapes. The

coastline is so long that there's like
I0 different states in one.
Careerwise, wha t's down th e
road for you?
Since I've been out for a year
and a half traveling on the road,
I've come across a lot of different
artists and musicians, so I think
there will be more collaboration .
I' ve always sort of co llaborated
with other musicians. I th ink even
more so on the next record and
getting a lot of cool artists I've
come across on the road to play.
Do you have a ny gen res you
would like to explore?
I've writlen like a samba song
and like a Cajun kind of song like
a crazy early-1900s sort of
Zydeco. As I' ve been writing
music and wanting to explore
things, I've been kind of d igging
deeper and deeper into where the
music comes from of the people I
really like a lot. And sayi ng
"OK, what are the roots of wh~t
they're doing?',
It 's one thing to be inspired by
those at1ists, but it seems almost
fi ltered, so I just want to get back
to origina lly where it comes from
and have a fresh take from that.
That's what I like to try. It 's kind of
an interesting thing- sometimes
you can't really he lp what comes
out, it just kind of does.

jfischer(tijchroniclemwl com
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'Ruminations' before the tour
Aaron Karo talks about his e-mail, his comedy tour and
why a career on Wall Street wasn 't up his alley
By Ma rk Byme/A&E Ed1tor

Aaron Karo has a lot on his twentysomcthings, dct2ils the trimind. And every couple o f weeks, als and tribulalions o f life as a
he tells more than 50.000 people "recovering frat boy" who must
cope w ith real life •.vhi lc dreaming
about it.
For the past nine years. Karo o f beer pong and toga parties.
Karo docsn 't jus: write comedy
has written 3 series of e-mails
titled "Ruminations," a co llection fo r the typical frat boy- he
o f !hines thnt Karo finds funny or emix>dics the lifesty le. and he is
interesling. As a self-professed neither s hy nor apologetic about
frat boy at the Universi:y o f it. "You 're really getting fucked
Pennsylvania. the top!cs never by the real Columbia," Karo said
strnyed far from girls. booze and abou t the school's wcbs1te when
the party hfe. and becau~e of how he spoke to TI1c Chronicle just
relatable it was. 11 became popular before lca\'i ng on a natltJ nal tour.
The tour k1ckcd o ff m
almost :mmediatclv.
The first 20 pc;oplc to whom Pt nnsylvama 0n Oct. 17. and w1ll
Karo sent the lirst e- mail began co ncl;~de at a sold-out show rn
forwarding 11 to frit>nds and New York on Nov. 18. Karo
f-iend< of friends. Bj the tunc talked about hfe os a tounng frat
Karo graduated . he had 4 5.000 boy. and how he enqcd up as one.
subscr;bers. What started as a
drunken m1ddle-o f-the-mght e· The C hronicle: Do you trav~l on
m~il turned into a nai1onal phc·
comedy tours with a posse?
no menon- and eventually
Aaro n Karo: It's J USt me.
career.
there's no entourage. I actually
Now. Karo is a standup comedi- prefer 11 that way. because then
an. and he' ll be in Ch1cago at the there's more of me to love for the
House c f Blues on Oct. 27 . He lad1es. I don't want them to get
tned out Wall Street. workmg as distracted.
an equ1ty researcher at a<1 mvest·
ment finn-d1dn "t hke 11--<:om- What do you. like to do when
piled Ius bu mto a couple books. you're on the road?
Rrunirumons on College Life and
S:nce a lot o f what I write about
then
Rumrnations
on IS drinkrng and party mg. I feel hke
Twentysomething Life. and record· I have an obhgat1on to lrve up to
ed a DVD o fhr s comedv performtha: I have friend' rn Ch1cago. so
ance. wh1ch was released on Oct. I ha·;e som~thmg to do there. But
16.
people 'Ntll e-marl :nc before I
The newest mcarnat.on ol h1s e- even come and tel! me thcy 'r< tak·
marl column. now targctrd at ing me out. I'm pretty approach-

able. People arc already setting
ll'e up for the fi rst leg of the tour.
Why, didn ' t R Wall Street job
work out for you?
I rea lly don 't like shaving, waking up early or tucking in my s hirt.
How did you manage to get a
book deal r ight out of co!lege?
1 had signed with a manager
who had gotten my e-mai l, and he
had helped me get the book deal. I
don't want to say 11 wa.• easy. but
it was easier than most people 's
first book deals. I had a followrng
already. and (publishers are J really
looking fo r somethrng they can
market. I s trll dtdn 't know what I
was going to do-l mean. I'd
never done s tandup before- but
that was the fi rst inkhng that I
could make a career out of it.
Before that 1 had no idea.
Did you always want to be a
comedian?
I defin1tely d1d no t know
wanted to be a comedran. I wa.<
always the funny ~;u y. I feel hke
I' ve been a comed1an my whole
hfe. ;us t never on stage. I was
always rnto bus mess and I went to
Wharton [School 0 f Busrnessj. so
I was obv10usly rnterested m that
fro:n a ycung age. Rut 1 was
always more cntreprencunal than
I wanted to be tr. a 10\Utt and l tc.
\Vh at were you thinking as the

Aaron Karo started an e -mail column while in college nine years
ago. Because of it's popularity, he is now a touring comedian. and
w111 be 1n Ch1cago on Oct. 27.
e-mail list k ept g rowing so
rapidly?
I didn 't know I could make a
career out of it. I kind o f missed
that boat for a while. But I did
know that amassing this e-mail
hs t was a good thing. In a sort o f
nebulous way I knew thai a btg
marling lis t was going to lead to
somethrng. I just didn't know
what the hell that ,;as gorng to be.
Do you have an obligation to
write about typical frat boy
things7
I try n01 to think about it that
way. J' ,c )!Otten the success I have
from ; u:a wntrng what ! was
thu:kmr.. If somethmg weird or
out of character happens to me.
then that"s funny. If I do someth mg suange o r something not
frat ·boyesquc, then that 's funny.
It 's really nbo;ll me. I can't really

contro l it.
But there must be people who
are opposed to that lifestyle.
What about mothers who a re
abo.ut to send their sons off to
school?
Dude, moms love me. They try
to set me up with their daughters.
You said you don ' t like Los
Angeles as much u ~ew York;
why is that?
The bars close at I :30 in L.A.
What do they do a t night?
I d o n't know. They fucking go
home and do yoga and eat celery
sucks.

Visl! Aar('n Kuro 's website.
wu1v.aaronkaro.com. to sign up
for hire-mail list.
mbyrne@chroniclemail.com

Already worried about midterms?
Relax with The Columbia Chronicle and
laugh at other people's problems.

Your paper. Your news. Yourvoice.
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BREAKfAST • LUNCH • DINNER .. CORNED BEEf

~~~~
~"Q~"( \)~,_

old school all day diner
Student, Staff and Faculty

DISCOUNT
iusl show us your valid ;.d.
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'
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~~'\.~ ~'\.~G
~G c.O
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G~~"~

OUR
ULTIMATE
PARTY P ACKAGE

IS IUGHT FOR YOIJ!

H XNCLUOilS FREE /\01-41$$!0N FOR YOU
&. VOUR ENTI«E PARTY, FR~1'A.HUl R!l..o;;t;RVAl'lON,.
VIP CO~:H:1"Al.t. Rf:CEP"flON, WRtSTSANO FOR. SHOTS &
A flOTfLE Of CHAMPAGNE TO GF.TTHf: PAR'f"f STAHliiO Rlf-iHHH
COMPLETE D ETAILS CAN BE FOUND AT Z EN TRANI GHTCLUB .COM
.

FINISH Y.OUR MASTERPIECE
wit h su pport from the Albert P. Weisman Memorial Scholarship
Applicat ion Deadline December 15, 2006

I

Award Announcement Jan 24. 2007

1

ProJeCt completion August 1. 2007
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Reviews
•••

•The •Rapture
•
Pie-:es of the People ...

The album art sucks.
Nevertheless, it's The
Glass Ca ndy
Rapture, and if you like to Music Dream (Demo)
dance it's wonh pickiug
up. A few songs live up to
the band's billing, like
..
"Devil," which bitches and 1$'
I
moans about love and
"Whoo! Alright Y.:a.'l ...
Uh H•1h" which calls out
thos~ who do not danet'.
-J. Ewert Jr.

t' -,

·r

~ .·

• ••

The l<'ive Fists of ScieMe

Matl Fraction and Steven

•

Top Chef, Sc:ason'Two
Bra\>o

... ·-.
Tilde-

• ••

The story of a financially
drained Mark 1Wain's
Modern Drunkard
h~R brained scheme to
Maaazlne
market Nicola Testa's . September/October issue
giant mechanical suits to
world leaders. Along the
way the ch.aracters cross
paths with yeti-hunting
cultist Thomas Edison. A
quick, off-the-wall read
with good art but clashing
text bubble design.
-S. Ballnlkonis

•••

Both this season and last,
"Top Chef ' has relied on Project Runway Season
the sheer ridiculousness
Finale part two
of '!ach contestant in
order to gamer any legiti- Bravo
macy. Unfortunately, that
. gimm ick grows old. In
fact, jt's already old. Let's
face it g:1ys, and this goes
for " Hell's Kitchen," too:
You' re never goir g to live
up to " Iron Chef."
- M. Byrne
The tikk, aka the squiggly lhiDg over the letter n
in Spanish, rocks my
world. Wlllt to spice up
your cor-_versation or tmn
paper1 Throw in a few
words with this b vely
symbol. Ar.d I can't
emphasize enough the
im~ce of including
the tilde in m11:1y words.
Allo, Myone?
- K. llaburn

u.....

.

... .

.

•

~-

I can't really tell ifth.e lead. • · •
•
•
singer is an alcoholic with Ani DiFranco
a depressing speech
impediment or just a huge Reprieve
weirdo. The heavy ~at in
the track " B Girls" is
almost too satisfying, like
that feeling you get when
you've waited all day at
work to rush home and
make that steamy deposit
at the porcelain bank.
- C. Mahlmeisler ·

••••

This anniversary issue celebrates the I0-year bender
Doctor Strange: Tbe
known as Modern·
Oath
Drunkard Magazine. It's a Marvel r;:o~ics
quintessential read for
those who Iike to drink
colfm varnish. It haniJJiers
the point home that you
could probably be drinking
right now at some dim lit
bar, playing it Bopt
instead of stressing Out
about that pregnancy test.
-C. Jakubowski
The second half of this
season fmale wrapped up
nicely, .considering how
tbe first pan completely
blue-balled viewers. Come
on! But would the producers really kick off.Jeffrey?
Thankfully, the answer
was not only "no" but they
awarded him as the winner. Other highlights
includold Laura's Orville
Redenbacher look-a!ike
husband. not. - H. Clauss

•• ••
Lost

ABC

For a woman who's said
and done everything socially conscious women in
America dream of saying
and dojng, DiFranco still
manages to say something
different with Reprieve.
This is another brilliant
album by this taleirted
singer/songwriter/poet who
is sadly undeJT:ated.
- B. White

This new four

iSSJJe miniseries folfows d1e sorcerer
supremt in his campiest

moment ever. Strange's
young live-in serv<111t
develops a life-threatening
cancer, and there's plenty
of"! don't knowwbat I'll
do·without you momenls"
that come across as a bit
homo-erotic. The weird
sexual tension JDJd artworlc
make this series wOrthwhile. -H. Clau.JS
John Locke's back as a
"hunter," and the only
thing coming to mind is,
" It's about #S%@ing
time." Season two almost
distroyed the c~aracter,
but the show's writers
appear to have caught on
and are now building him
up for some big moment,
which will hopefully happen in this season and not
the next. - H. Clau.JS

Why don't we t.ve tlle;a
awesome grammatical
:hings ill English? I'm
going to start adding them
to the end of u's just tor
the hell of it. Soon, tbi~
marie will no longer. only
be a Gem1anic: vowtl
modifier; it will be U!td
by all.
- 8. Whlla

Preinium Blend
Taking a c loser lool< at Chicago's local bands
When foJr guy~ from all 11ver the country are b-ought
together by cl~·ified :Kb a..U Cra ig$list org. the sound
ach~ed ,. jiUI 4.1 varied as the mus~eaar,, themJ<:Ivcs.

1abng a f~i.m ••f mt1al, rock and noiJ<:, doctor, this virus
as 11lcncc (~ic) '' ••orr.pr.""d Lf Brandon A;m: from
Noohftc:ld, Minr. , on vocal•· Aaroo f:lmore from Downen
(,rove, Ill., on ban; H1.'11 Howrnan from Camll•idJ!.c. Muu.,
oo Jlllilar; and Tim Ni' fmm l' laino, Ill., on drum•. With
wnp on the ir selr-tilled demo C.:D that Ia~ beyond the
radio- friendly :hrc:e and a half manute~. th' !Ydnd ~t nvc1 to
create wrap thlfl tell a awry in ;novcmcnlll through whatI:Ver mean• they u n The band 111t down with lhe
('hronK.Ie 10 ta l ~ <ob~Jt at !hear mu•ac lind future a•para11011
The ( hrr~n ldt : Wh~rt d kl the bMnd Kef ita nMmt?
Nax I w~' rtad ang •me uf Kur1 Vmmegul's lxl()k' nnd he
talk' ab!JU' the •AIIIrld lhut b<u• rnakc, that It 1101111J4 lake n
thoea'IC ''' ~.lcaav:. We Ju•t It ked the way ai !Kilantl• You 'd
\CC a <1!!!.1111' if <wlfnc1hlng wa• ocrauu, ly wttlflg 'lhcac's r•
\Crt\C ttf Utg.ctK.y

AlMC It'• lake ilocrc'• <wtmcllnug wrtlfl!! with u' nnd iloc
only W!r)' 111 ri•od • ~urc " ''' find a dcepa truth

...

,

lfyw tt>llllkl yrm dnull~ Y'"" rna.-lc7
l~lnl(,.. It'' like~ f)llll•rtH.~. mc1nl wit h slrtllll( ~lllllrll•l
JII~Uipl"lflt,,, lit ~" 111• Iran" n rmtnr i~ 11111111d 111" •luw

nnd

lltrild ltldro~f ''' w me• 11111 htrW il w aue• uul

Wh11f "fii'IU hn e y11 11 Jllllyt ll l11 ( hk'Nftl•'/
I I'"'"~ ..ut-.ltmll~tHH. 1110 lltnt I< ald~~:r•. I huk!r'(tlllllll!
I

'""'11.1!

doctor, this virus is silence

Aa.se· We like playing dives. It feels like you' re in a basement. like you' re bock in high school.
Who h•' lnnuenced your music?
Oowman: There's no one that we're 1ryin11 to Intentionally
'IOUnd like. Everyone takes difTcn:nt thinKS from different
band, . We 're tryln11 to crcntc 50mcthlng honest. We' re not
really Into pop culture. We like music thnt tells n story nnd
hn• content.
WhMt dn yllu WMIIt yuur IIUditnrcs tO llt l IIIII U( Mlttlld•
;nil your llerrurrnanct l or u~ienhllltll your drmo 0 ?
A.o'IC: 'ro ~e n pc:rfnnnnnce nnd huv~ It rc:~~mnt~ with y<•u. I
think nil went pt'afonnrmcc'l do lhnt. 1llc nlbum ~~ tklflnltc..
ly 11 hendrh<tnc• ulhum. You put un ynur hcudphun c~ nnd
.alter your Mnte nl cun~ciousnc••·
It there Mnyth lnll yc111 would w11nt your uudlence to
kiiiiW hdore they Weill to 0 11~ o( )'OUr MhtiWf ur
ttlr ked 1111 Mil nlburn 1( yuu 11111 •l11ned'/
l:h1U11·c Yuu shuuldu' tnced nn hllrtt ~t .atom~ nl . If thcro';
suniC(HIC lflhl 1111' IUCIIIIIC II IJ with IIIlO b~ furc SOIIICOIIC
•mdctsluud• the mnsk, lhcn Ill)' vlow I~ thnt thcy· v~
loalied
lluwnnm· Wu' ac l1ni•hin11 Uf'l 1111 1'1' nnw 11nil wnulll wnnl
~u ni CII II C Ill llsiCII Itt II olllli hCIII II nl uty All I~ I ll IIIIlCh
1111 11 c cn t~n gi ll l! II' II llckc~ MIIII C cll'oat llt lllltl~ a ~t nmJ II
WhMI tho )'1111 think yuu ' tl ht duhtlllr am wuldn ' t ltv
llrfl(t~•lllnMI mu•h•IMtl''l
l1irt1•J! c l thlll 'l know We nil hnvo tiny loll~ lllltl lh i n~o~~ lu

du tllllsidll of this, but this I ' h"t W\l're mos1 pa lonal\l
llllll\lt,
lim tv••tj lntf 1'11/ ll'ltcNII;~t•wr. th(~ l'lt'H.I' tt siloM~: Is l'l•l,l)o
H'hHt llltt /ltiiHii.~ 11/1hlll,ll t~-AIII;t l*f llh-11'

ltl)llllld

ltv

A{lltfllll'fl (/l\~11111/ llt ll'l\li\\11{1\I'{~II'I', ,VIIIt't~·i,~ lll'
lt~iH;
tmlll tll~ lr w,J/1.<11~. wlrlt'lt ls t'Hrl'fll!l(\• Hthkf' l'lllt.YINK'ft'tlll,

tl/ li'U'IUU!I'LLtt!!l. ?'Itt> IKHttl Lt ' "'{l't/()1 (I '~"""' !!H t ~'f ~ "'
til~ MII/IIIII )4Jo~ ll l\!h!l~l ...... n... ·'"""' ·' ''""'' ulli l l.lH
wHI t,v JI !IIIII tnw
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'Mon of the Yeor': worst of the yeor
Robin Williams turns a relevant premise into a
bipartisan bore
By Matt Fagerholm/Fiim Critic

"There's no · ' Pop! Zing!'
·111ere's no oom'ph!" Christopher
Walken's character Jack Menken
tells comedian-turned-presidential candidate Tom Dobbs in Man
of the Year, while indirectly providing a succinct review of the
entire movie.

i
i
new
plays a pol itica l talk show host who decides to run for president.

Dobbs is played by Robin
Williams, who has made his
career out of playing a motormouth nonconformist with a
twinkle in his eye. This character may work in prep schoolsDead Poets Society- and hospitals-Patch Adams-but not
politics, where his lighthearted
persona is thoroughly insubstantial. He may rip off Barack
Obama 's line declaring " there

PLAYING NOW THROUGH NOVEMBER 12!
312.443.3800
GoodmanThe;~tre.org

Special croup savings for 10 or more.
Call Kim Furganson at 312.44t3820.

Katten
AlllliCMA*JQ,£JdrMI.W•tfCoooMIITIIIM Mollf(OODS.t'r!qi!SpctwC!flllf••sw.t~~SinH

Nl!OOOC¥t..,_...,.. ..
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_.o.,-.,..~~~~~trnp.y.,....,.WftliiCOrJP..,.,...,.,.IkMoL

are no red states or blue states,
but ·a · United States," yet by
avoiding any vital issue, like the
war on terror or global warming,
Williams offers no solution to
unite our differing views except
with. stale routines even David
Letterman wouldn't touch.
You know a comedy is faili9g
when Walken, in his soggy,
detached mode, indulges in one
of his trademark mini-monologues about shaving circus elephants, and doesn't inspire a
single guffaw.
In the era of "The Daily
Show," which many vie.wers
watch more often than real news
programs, how could this film's
relevant premise be reduced to
sue!) contrived dreck? ·Director
Barry Levinson obviously wants
Man to combine two of his most
successful fiims, Good Morning
Vietnam and Wag the Dog. That
may explain the fi lm's borderline crim inal ba it-and-sw itch:
It's actually a god-awful drama
disguised as a mediocre comedy.
The wonderful Laura Linney
has the undesirable · role of
"party pooper," as her inexplicably serious storyline grinds any
amusement to a halt. She works
for a computerized voting system , disco vers a glitch that
elects the wrong president and
then falls victim to scheming
executives who iniend to cover
up the mistake. What follows is
one of those yawn-inducing
thrillers involving loud clangs
on the soundtrack, cell phone
chargers and not an ounce of
originality.
This is Linney's worst film
since The Life of David Gale,
and for similar reasons. By making Dobbs the nation's on-chosen candidate, and casting
greedy executives-instead of
lying po liticians- as the villains, the film blows its chance
at delivering the social commentary it promised. · Like the

vastly superior Bulworth, any
potential satire is derailed by
unconvincing subplots. And the ·
satire is so old hat that it's no
wonder the once-topical "SNL"
shows up in the final reel.
When Williams rants centerstage during a televised debate,
it's less of a Jimmy Stewart filibuster than a Robin Williams
stand-up act. Regardless, his act
inspires equal amounts of laughter from both the public and
Congress, even though the audience didn't laugh once. As
Dobbs observes, a joke stinks
with or without a laugh track,
which the deadening silence at
the ·screening no doubt proved.
Man 's lack of self-confidence
is exposed whenever its characters make wis!ful observations,
pretentiously guiding viewers
toward the "importance" of this
inconsequential story. In a nutshell, the film's earth-shattering
message is "don 't lie." Are you
listening, Capitol Hill? Some of
the film's messages are plain
wrong, like its claim that voters
don't care about the issues.
Levinson and Williams should
have taken the advice of
Columbia
cr;tical
studies
teacher Dan Rybi cky, who
recently warned his film students that "if you try to please
everybody, you please nobody."
Man of the Year will certainly
bridge the divide between the
nation 's warring parties by stirring up a series of unanimous
groans.
chronic/e@colum.edu

'Man of the Year'
Directed by Barry
Levinson
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NO PROOF OF
IMMUNIZATION?

NOT IMMUNIZED?
A HOLD HAS BEEN PLACED
ON YOUR REGISTRATION!
Following recent outbreaks of mumps on many college campuses, the Illinois Board of Health
has developed new stringent guidelines for college students.
The majority of college students have already received all or most of the required
immunizations. To have your registration hold removed, all you have to do is submit proof
of your required immunizations!
To view a record of which specific immunizations you may be missing
•
Sign on to oasis
•
Click the student tab
•
Click on the immunization link in the student profile portlet
To obtain a record of immunization

•

Contact your parents or your doctor to request that they fax proof of immunization to

312.344.8091.

•

You can receive up-to-date immunizations on campus prior to the beginning of
registration. Check your email account or the Columbia website for details of
on-campus immunization days .

If you have any additional questions, call the Columbia Student Immunization
Hotline at 312.344.7390 or go to http:/jcolum.edujgojimmunization

Columbia~
COLLEGE

CHICAGO
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Crossword

E NINES

ACROSS
1 Small fry
5 "The Trial"
author

10 Lead actor
14 Pouting face
15 Arrivederci,
Andre
16 Niger's neighbor
17 Braided string
18 Robert and Alan
19 Leave out
20 Result of

Wilson Gordon of
Evansto n has been a
door person at the
H ilton Hot el, 720 S.
·Michigan Ave., for 20
,years. He describes his
styl e as " not dressy.
1
just casual," but it
1really shines w hen t he
cold w eat her hits.
Gordo n st ands out
from t he crow d in his
stylish red coat and
fuzzy black hat , standard for door people
at the H ilton. Both the
hat and coat have a
distinctly Russian fla ir ;
Gordon doesn't k now
w hy that is, but he
likes it. A nd it keeps
him nice and w arm.
" When it gets cold,
man, you gotta wear
'em," Gordon said.

division

22 Org. of Gulbis
and Creamer
23 Mired
25 Denim pa!lls
27 Courters
29 Bobbsey twin
30 Cycle starter?
31 Vaulted

<>•

••
••
••
••
••
••
•••

recesses

35 "tmus in the
Morning"
channel
39 Shuttle grp.
41 Streisand film
43 Dyeing vat
44 Flash of light
46 Perpendicular
48 Gun lobby
letters
49 Gangster's gun
51 Bellybuttons •
53 Fairway hazards
59 Ceremonies
60 B.C. or Ont.
61 Death notice
63 Church court
64 Floor shiner
65 Spurt
68 Part of OAS
69 "Skittle Players"
painter

70 Black as pitch
71 Chore
72 Cries out
73 Ann and Ang

...

DOWN
1 HBO rival
2 nc-tac-toe win .
3 Blue mineral
4 Act alluring
5 Fo;mer Twins
pitcher
6 Impromptu
7 Castro of Cuba

0

10123106

2006 Tr1bune Media Sefvlces. Inc.

All righta r. .e rved.

8 Actor Reeves
9 "Northanger
Abbey" author
10 Dnieper port
11 Florida port
12True up
13 Dove and·

Solutions
s
A
1

21 Gumbo
ingredient

32
33
34
36
37
38

Took a swat
Of sound
Tight spot
Mala Hari or
007
Calendar-wa:ch
abbr.
Pic blowup
R-V contents
XCI
Uncle Miltie
Boorish

40 Termite eater

42 K-0 connection
45 Witty remark
47 Theda of silent
movies

50 Heavy-lidded
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58 Skyscraper
guts
62 Samovars
66 A. Godfrey's
instrument
67 Herndon and
57 Video i;n age unit
Cobb
52 "Aeneid• author

53 Fat avoider of
rhyme
54 Smell
55 Observes
56 Die down
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By Michael Mepham
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Complete the grid
so each row,
column and 3-by-3
box (in bold
bo;ders) contains
every digit 1 to 9.
For strategies on
how to solve
Sudoku. visit
www. sudoku.org.uk.
Sudoku on Mobile.
Enter 783658.com
In yo ur mobile
We b brow ser.
Get a tree game!
Scmoawrur~rrw~
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Aquarius (Jan. 2 1 -- Feb.
19): Why must you be the
screen door on th is submarine
called life?
A r ies (Ma:zh 2 1 --- Apri 120):
Fun times are a:1ead for you on
th is rocky sea oi sel f-loathing
depression. D uring an upcoming trip to M edieval T imes, you
w ill actually travel back in time
to witness some shit:y j ousting
·
fest.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec.
2 1): The best thing about finding your true love is knowing
that you' ll shatter his li fe when
you dump him.

0
0
G

Leo (iuly 24 Aug. 23):
Your d inner-plate nipples w i ll
continue to grow faster than the
amount of money Col umbia
loses in the bureaucratic
mach ine k nown as higher education. Tweak those black holes
of sensation!

Taurus (April 21 M ay 2 1):
Purchasing a magical d ildo from a
m ystical shaman will spell good
times when you, ah, rub it three
times to learn it harbors a genie.
Scorpip (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22) :
The end o f your game is corni ng
w hen your friends figure out th at
y our shoes aren' t to blame for that
we ird noise you make every time
y ou walk . When confronted, j ust
be honest and t ell them you can't
hel p it if you fart while you walk .
A lso point out the fact that you're
leaving · it somewhere else for people to smel l. In the end. they' ll
understand.
Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23): A
newfound li fe as a debutante will
be filled" ith mystCI)', intnguc and
gross amounts of hot d<'g cntm g .

Libra (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
Your main source of exercise
this week will mostly be con-

centrated on running a\\'ay from
the cops alicr an altercation
involving a whack-a -mok game
and your bull.
Cancer (June 11 - Ju l) 23)·
Coming holile one eveni ng
leads to a soul-searching confrontation with your roommate,
w ho has spe~t the last six
months con~truct ing a beehive
w ig out of your pubic hairs. TI1e
roommate answers the · easy
question by say ing :;he is s~llir.g
it to a Rosie O ' Donnell impersonator. The hard questionhow they got the hairs- is
something you' ll have to sit
down to hear.

Pisces (Feb. 20 - M arch 20):
During a party you 'll notice that
many of the women there are
shaped l ike Danny Devito as the
Penguin from Balman Returns.

e
I

Capricorn (Ike. ~~
Jan cO)
Your pants th is Wl'ck ''Ill ha' . .. an
a{'ce.rtancc r.ttt: on par \\ ll h
Columbia. \\hich "Ill tllt:n r:u1-.;c
' ou to bcrnml: a ftitlJ rt: ~:a'e ~t udv
In s· l D~ for tht: (\:ntt:r'-. of Di~l'a ...~
Control and Prevent 1011. Can ) ou
say, "oral syphili> w<ll1s"?
Gemini (Mav 12

Using

d

}

June 2 1):

ello\v Lance Annstrong

bracelet as a cock ring doesn't reaII)
mean you' re ;nsensitive. It j ust mean;
you have poor taste in cock rings.

•
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West coasters care more about recycling
~~~-~~~ Cans, bott les and
~
plastics line the streets
on West Be l mon t
where I live. Every
day I step over various fom1s of garbage
whi le on my way to
the train.
To someone who
By Brent Steven White was raised in the
AssistantA&E Editor
Pacific Nonhwestone of the most gorgeous areas of the
country- Chicago is filthy and foul.
It recently occ urred to me that
Chicagoans collectively possess a strong
disinterest in the environment and have a
general lack of concern for ci ty cleanliness. This is disconcerting.
Don't get me wrong- ! love Chicago. I
love the people too. Generally speaking,
ho"ever. the citizens of th is city care less
about the environment and keeping the
city clean than the people of Portland,
Ore .. (where I'm from) do. This needs to
change.
Take curbside recycling . For the past
I 0 years. Chicagoans have been asked to
put their plastics. cans. bottles and paper
bags into blue bags. and place them into
their ordinary garbage. But the blue-bag
program has failed to even make a dent in
citywide recycling.
The Chicago Sun-Times reponed in
April that only 13 percent of Chicago residents participate in the blue-bag program. and that a dismal 8 percent of the
items recovered have actually been recycled. But in the Portland metropolitan
area. every household and business is
provided with rwo recycling bins, and the

participation among citizens far exceeds
that of Ch icago.
According to Bruce Walker, manager of
Solid Waste & Recyc ling for Portland,
close to 90 percent of the city 's citizens
participate in city-wide recycling. And
the cost of recycling to Port land households is only $3.66 per-month, which is
included in their monthly garbage bills.
In Chicago. the blue-bag program costs
the city an estimated $70 million per year,
or about $5.8 million per month. And
while mathematically Pon landers spend
more for recycl in g, it 's available to
everyone. unlike Chicago's blue-bag system , which only reaches . 700,000 houselwlds. or one third of the population.
Having lived- and recycled- in both
areas. I attribute this polarity to the differing attit udes that exist among
Chicagoans and Ponlanders. But the differing attitudes go beyond personal attitudes and beliefs. and are instead rooted resource management with pilot curbside
in the collective social consciousness. In recyc ling programs in a couple of
plain term s, the city of Portland. as a Chicago neighborhoods. In Beverly, on
whole. cares more.
the South Side, a yearlong experiment
And why shou ldn ' t they? Not only does generated 80 percent participation from
the city of Portland provide curbside res idents. In addition, the pilot curbside
recyc ling to everyone, it rewards people recycling program will reportedly be
financially for recycling cans and bottles expanded to involve seven to-be-deterat stores. Oregon pays recyclers 5 cents mined wards next year.
for every bottle and can recyc led. Why
And Daley's administration has created
drop-off centers in I 5 neighborhoods
doesn't Illinois adopt a similar program?
The numbers say it all- people here where citizens can drop off their paper,
just care less. thus a financial incentive to cans and bottles. So, even though the
recycle in this state wou ld like ly generate blue-bag system has been a complete failure for the mayor. clearly the issue of
low interest from ci tizens.
But I'm optimistic for the future . conservation is being addressed on the
Chicago Mayor Richard M. Daley has local level.
But the opportunity for real change-a
shown some attention to the issue of

Age of a P~lvania boy who
refused to ride with his parents on
Ocll8, fearing for his safety after
his parents were drinking and driving. according to UPJ. The parents, Kenneth
Sutton, 41, and Paula, 40, of Monaca, PL,
have been charged with DUI and child
eodaogennent A motorist called the police
after he saw the boy leaving the scene.

10

Roamln'
Numerals

15

The number of hours prior to a lecbal
injection that a Texas death row inmate

committed suicide. Michael ~yne
Johnson, 29, slit his arm and throat with a blade
making him fust prisoner in Texas to kitl himself
so close to a scheduled execution according to the
Associated Pres.q, Johnson was set to die after g~m
ning doW!\ JeffWcmennan in 1995 at a gas station
nearWacd.
'

Joshua Covarrubias{The Chronicle

curbside recycling program like the one
we have in Portland-rests on the shoulders ofrhe citizens of Chicago. They need
to call for change. They need to take
action. Few things are as important as the
environment and the Earth. And just
because Portlanders statistically care
more about about recycling, it doesn 't
mean that more Chicagoans can't do their
part and pitch in.
While writing local and state representatives, the mayor and signing petitions
from conservation groups are good places
to start, real change starts at the bottom.
This is the reason why resource management is so successful where I'm from:
Local and state governments care, but the
residents care more.

18

Age of alealager who drank 24
cans of Jaaer beer, I liter of
Sambuca and one and a half liters of
vodka, while still managing to wake 'up
the next morning. acx:ording to the Sun
Newspaper on Oct. 19. Steve Weber
woke up in a ceU and told police he
drank so much after his girlfriend left
him for another man.

Ariel ain't so cool anymore
As a little girl, I
always watched The
Ltllle Mermwd and
thought about how
pretty and cool Ariel
wa.• She had long,
nowtng red hair. which
I' ve always had a fa~
ctnation with . got to
live under the sea, and
had a gorgeous man
who Will alw a prtncel and a loving group
of fam1Jy and fncnds '>he had the life, and I
Wit\ tn\311Ciy Jtalola
·rm.t·, why I wa• "'' exc1tcd that the
m<Nic wa• makmg a 'omeb3(.k m the fonn
of an awn,mc twr>-di\C \CI a c<mple week~
a~fl Yet la•t weekend. when I fina lly had
tune '" \ II d41wn dnd wat'h the frlill( l" '' autm<rtton, I '"'"t 111 <r drffcrent wndu"""
Arrcl wa• a n:trvc uhot I rum my mud1
tJftJcr aruf W/<:cf VICWJ"IInl of i1 \<Hill Ill f>c
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Lu~ men you don't know into loving
vou. Prince Eric wns on a boat with that old
guy. his cute furry dog. his flute and other
sailors when Ariel laid eyes on him. fell in
love nnd decided to ch1111ge her life forever.
Ariel didn't know 1111ything about this guy.
and she was willing to ch1111ge herself and
usc her good looks to make him fall for her.
Mnybe this is why girls end up in the news
nfter meeting some creep they felt in "love"
with over the Internet.
I realize thnt not everything about the
movi~ is negntive. It teaches that ftiends 1111d
fluni ly will nhvRys be there. nnd th t even
when things get tough in life, they can get
better. My biggest upset is Aric in the
end. the l!irl tlo.:sn 't solve tm. J>f\"lblems on
h1•r own md she stilt l!cts whnt slit wttnts.
My -y~nr-old sister loves nny Dist\\')
movie with n prinl'cS..'. til..c in(l\-n:ltn n1l
Snow Wh itt'. nnd nt such 1111 impn:s.,iooat'lk
n~:~c. I d<>tl't l\ 111\t her tllfmirntil'tl t:oin~
lt\Wilrd 11 hdplt\ < l' IIUSC liJ..c rjd. 1'111 \'II II
mi•sinn h> ll<>int her nntll'!h<'~ it1 the r~ht
lht\'l'lll>tl Sl> thll! }l'III'S 11\IWtl !h<' 1\1<1\l \\h<'ll
she \llltdws the lllliVic 11~11111 she <k'l\'sn 't I~ I
the stlltlt' 1hs<ntist ll'tl<>tl with i\nd thtll I 1k1
I IIlii I 111\l ~till\\ s " c ll<lll't tl(\.'\1 1111'1\' t\'t-..•1·
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kingdom Ariel even decided to get rid of
her fins and leave horne without telling her
father. She haJ this " I do what I want" anitude that I now find obnoxious
and bratty. Renlisticnlly.
A"ri e l wouldn't have a
chance nt surviving
such a life change.
This brings me
tom y n c x t
point.
Han11 out
wflh s kttrhy
p•oplt 1nd
l rt th tm
stuf Jlarts
your fdt n tl -
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Editorials

Back from the Drawing Boards

Jobs blow anywhere you go
ast week TI1e Chronicle
ran a story about
University Center RAs'
frustration with the increase in
.office hours. Some RAs felt
they were spending more time
doing office and reception
work than interact ing w ith
students and striving for a better re s iden ce life at th e
University Cen ter, even
though those extra hours were
required since this fall.
With the beginning of the
fall semester, the University
Center added five mandatory
service hours · a week to RA
responsibil ities.
Janice Johnson, the executive director of the Un iversity
Center, told The Chronicle
there was a miscommunication about the hours. RAs are
expected. to complete 1.5 day
duty hours and five service
hours, Johnson said. Day duty
is time the RAs serve accom• modating residents needs dur. ing day-time as opposed to
night time, which is the nonn .
Some RAs thought that the
1.5 hours counted as part of
the service hours, which is
where the confusion arose.
"Everything we do here is
providing the best community
and environment for our students," Johnson to ld The
Chronicle. " It 's not easy to be
an RA here at the University
Center."
Of course we empa!hize
with the RAs-they are college students just Iike us-and
in addition, they have tc deal
with drunken freshmen and
d ra ma on a r egura ly.

L

However, it's common kr.owledge by now that disgr•.mtled
workers are everywhere. Of
course, on paper, the job
description of an RA is to
faci litate interaction between
students, and in addition,
according to the story, "oversee ing meetings, program s
and activities, community
development, peer advising,
duty coverage and a floor of
students."
Unhappy workers can't
work well with others- it is
just bad kanna. But we can't
simply choose an "us vs.
them" mentality-a compro·
mise should be reached
between management and the
RAs.
" We increased the stipends
and increased the meal plans
and we looked as that all
together as an overall compensation for all the employees," Johnson to ld The
Chronicle.
While we think that U.S.
Equities Realty, the Chicagobased real estate finn that
monitors all residents and
staff including the hiring of
the 36 RAs working at the
University Center, is playing
it cheap by giving students
more work, the RAs did sign
up for this on their own
accord. Further, two RAs
have quit recently.
It's understandable that
U.S. Equities feels justified
for giviug more office assistant-like work because the
students do get free room and
board. But that is· also counterproductive to what an RA's

job should be.
On one hand, RAs gain
valuable experience interacting with a lot of students and
using problem solving. While
people skills ·are good to put
on a resume, there comes a
time when it's necessary to
suck it up and deal with it.
Despite all the problems
that RAs have to deal with on
top of maintain ing a 2.5 GPA,
and getting paid less than
min imum wage, RAs must
realize that many students
work. It's a matter of commitment to your job. Nothing that
is free is easy- including free
room and board.
" I couldn 't work for someone who fe lt like they can just
abuse me for profit," said
Andy Coste llo, the sophomore music major who quit
two weeks ago after more
hours were loaded onto his
plate.
There is nothing wrong
with business. However; treating the position of an RA by
dropping a load of offi ce work
on students seems stressful
and it takes away from creating a positive learning environment.
Perhaps
the
University Center should hire
more student RAs in addition
to the ones they already have.
Yes, it will cost more, but
isn't it a business rule to keep
the workers happy and the
business wi ll stay happy? We
know more employees means
more costs-bu t the
U.niversity Center should
fac il itate some better discourse.

DEMOCRATS THREE-STEP PLAN FOR
FIXING REPUBLICAN SCREW-UPS
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A 'critical' predicament
his year marked the
sta rt of Crit ical
Encounters , a co llegew ide initiative meant
to educate the college community on global issues. Th is
year Critical Encou nters is
concentrating on HIV/AIDS
issues.
In an effort to raise awareness, free STD tests were
performed last week. But
with the seriousness of the
disease along with the anxiety that come with tak ing
those tests, it's a shame that
many students showed up
but weren' t accommodated.
"Here's a test you don' t
have to study for," fliers promoting STD testing at the
Residence Cente r, 73 I S.
Plymouth Court, said.
While Critical Encounters
is a wonderful way to create
awareness, particularly when
it comes to AIDS, soll)eth ing
is amiss when the college
can't accommodate students
during free STD and HIV
testing-especially when it
was advertised carnpuswide.
When the time came for
the Oct. I I testing, only 12

T

students were tested- the
rest were turned away.
Granted, if this was a bake
sa le, perhaps it would be
understandable that some
accommodations couldn't be
made- running out of cookies and mi lk happens to
everyone. But this was an
advert ised free STD and HI V
test, and when students came
out, havi ng already battled
through the fears that are
associated with gett ing tested
for a life-threatening disease,
they were turned away.
Talk about making peop le
fee l like crap.
Last fall, 40 students
signed up for screens, and,
even in a cyn ical world , perhaps accommcdating at least
40 students rather than 12
seems logical. This should
have been handled better.
Granted rais ing awareness
and providing valuable services for I 2 students in a
school of I I ,500 is ridiculo us. But turn ing kids away
when they _come seems like a
poor effort in addressing the
issue.
There were nearly I ,300
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reported HIV cases in
Ill inois in 2005, according to
the Illinois Department of
Pub l ic Health , and
HI VIA IDS is a huge problem
that the co:Jege commun ity
must protect itself against,
particu larly s ince people
under 25 make up 50 percent
of all new HIV cases in the

u.s.

.

To remedy this mishap,
Co lumbia wi ll partner with
Working for Togetherness to
screen for AIDS/HIV in a
Humm er o n Nov. 30 and
Dec. I and students can get
test resu lts within 20 minutes . However, it takes
courage to take an AIDS test,
especially in public. The perfanned tests were o ral-swab
HI V screens, along with gonorrhea and chlamydia urine
tests. While positive results
from swab tests are not
definitive indicators of having an STD, they still mean
you should go to the doctor.
Wh ile we don 't think
Columbia needs Bono's help
to raise awareness yet, what
kind of awareness is Columbia
really achieving?
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a re nes, then 1 just might get up
and vote for one of them ."
Samuel Kortum , a pro fessor
o f economics a t the Univers ity
o f C hicago. said if consumers in
Cook County arc traveling far
from ho me to avoid the tax then
that is wasted time and a pure
cconomi.; loss.
" If revenue has gone up in
Continucdfrom Back Page'
o ther countic:• and s tates. then 1t
··If elected . Ton v Pcra1ca s quares the hypo thests tha t
would cons1dcr ar, Jm:ncd1atc C lu cago 1s los mg reve nu e ."
[per pae kj tax repeal of $1."" Knrrum said.
sa1d Tom Swiss. the cxccutJ vc
i\c rordmg to the IGI\ report.
d1reetor o f Cook Co unt y lndtana has already see n a n
Re publ t<·ans ""Yo u had Jo hn m ~ rcasc m c igarcuc sa les smcc
Strogc-r r:usmg tax~s ten and Conk County ra~ scd 1ts tax<'s .
i\ccordmg to an arttcle pubn ght a nd thai"s not what Tony
h)
the
lleart land
[Pcratea j IS about. he w.1n1S to ltshed
lower taxes ...
lnst11tllc. a no nprofit public polF,'ntll"r
Cook
Cou nt y ICY tlunk tank based tn C hicago.
Pres1de nt Jo hn Stroger ongmal· ("(lok Cout ~ t y 1s losing o ut o n
more than JUSt
ly pro posed the
tax mcrcasc o f an
"If revenue has gone up <:1ga re t1e tax
r~venue. David
extra do llar tn
in other counties and
February 2006.
V1tc. president
The pla n was to state.\·, then it squares the o f the Ill ino ts
encourage s mok- hypothe.~is that Chicago R e t a 1 I
ers to qu11 by
M c r <: h ~ nt s
i.\· losing revenue. "
A ssoc tati o n ,
maktng c 1garenes
mo re expens1ve.
said the tax
-Samuel Kortum, profes- inc rease
At the same time.
in
sor of economics st the
however.
the
Cook County
ljniversity of C hicago
county
rel ies
w1ll resu lt in
heavtl y o n the
more
sales
revenue gene rated by s mo kers r.1ade outs1dc o f the county.
to close a budget defici t o f mo re
Y1tr sa 1d tn the a;ticle that
than Sl 50 m1llton.
peo ple do n "t trave l outSide the
Co lumb1a JUnior
D a rren county or s tate JUSt to buy
Hamson. 11. sa1d he has been tobacco O nce: there. they buy
smoktng for more than seven gas. groccn cs. bc,·c ra gc< and
years a nd doem "t enJ0)" pay1ng other )!00ds. He sa1d the los< o f
the h1gh pn ces on c1ga re ttes 10 sales tax rc\ enuc ts not JUSt m
Ch1cago
los< o f tobacco sa le<.
" I don "t vote:· Harn<o n sa1d.
A ca rt o n o f Clt;a rcnc s tn
"but 1f euher o f those guy< a re DuPage County co<t< roughly
wlilmg to lower the co<t o f c 1g- ~36 . as opp.lscd to Cluc ago.

Tax:
County loses $1.4
billion to oiiline
cigarette sales

Little Village at a glance

Ennque Esparza selects a squash from a street vendor on 26th Street and Pulaski
Avenue on Fnday October 20. Eparza. who has been battl1ng cancer for 1 1 years, has
ltved in the Ltttle Village neighborhood for the last 41 years.

w here carto ns •e ll fo r an average ofS7 1- before taxes.
On h ne c1garette vendors a lso
contnbute to the decrease in
c 1gare n e sa les .,..A ~cQr.di~g to a
report publtshed b y Fo rre st
Resea rc h Inc .. an Independent
resea rc h firm . 10 2005 S 1.4 bilh on was lost in revenue domesllcally becau se o f o nltne cigarc n e s ales . That number is
growtng because the re a re no
taxes apphed to purchasing c 1g-

arettes online, allowing vendo rs Todd S troger said thai Stroger
to o ffer cartons o f cigarettes fo r would not consider lowering
as low as S25.
taxes.
" C urrently we arc trying to
" Becaus e [Stroger] isn ' t a
encourage elected o ffi cials 10 sm o ke r, I can "I see a change in
c lose the loopho le fo r online taxes if he 's elected," he said.
Cigarette vendors to se ll carto ns "but if it's really so bad that
wtthout taxmg consume rs." sa1d we· re losing revenue the n it
Jeff Lenard . a spo kes man for . might be something we'll look
the.A"octat1 on o f Convente nce mto."
Store and Petro leum Retaihng
sa1d.
chronicle@colum.edu
B1ll Figel. s po kes man for
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Apple Store - Columbia College

Soundsgood.Doesgood

to·

iPod nano (PRODUCT
1,000 songs, 4GB, S199.

Apple will give S10 from the purchase
of your iPod nano (PRODUCT) RED
Special Edition to the Global Fund
to fight AIDS in Africa.

I

/

Suite 224
33 East Congress Parkway
(312)-344-8622
www.colum.edu/ applestore
applestore@colum.edu
Facebook Group: Columbia Apple Students

Fall Store Hours
Monday 10:00 am -6:00pm
Tuesday 2:00pm -6:00pm
Wednesday 1:OOpm - 6:00pm
Thursday 2:00pm -6:00pm
Friday 10:00 am -6:00pm

For every S100 in -store purcha se of Apple product s, you can enter t o w in an iPod speaker system~·
*expires November 15th

tl

Authorized Campus Store

Chicago hosts a
'spooktacular' event
Annual October
Chicagoween fest
now at Daley Plaza
By Rashauna C. Hull
Stalf Wt1ter
Ninjas c hasing the mayor. flying
acrobats. big black slides and
painted faces are all things one
may encounter at a circus or festi val. However. this can all be seen
in a mther odd selling: Daley
Plaza.
For the lOth year. the Mayor's
Office of Special Events transformed Daley Plaza into the
Haunted Village at Pumpkin
Plaza. Haunted Village hosts a
number of free activities and performances until Oct. 31.
"I have seen adults dress up in
costumes and trick o r treat out here
with their children." said Blythe
Lopez. public relations representative for the Mayor 's Office of
Special Events . "Everyone can
have fun at this event."
The main attraction at Haunted
Village is the Chicago-based
Midnight Circu;. Mitchell Fair.
acrobat and co-host. and Ivana
lvanova. co-host and performing
anist. get the crowd involved by
allowing them to panicipate in
acts. The circus periormers are
accompanied by jazzifunklhip-hop
band. LiqUid Soul.
The
c irc us ·
perfo rma nces
include danung. high-flymg aerial
entertainment and fire and knife
JUggl ing . S1x Mongolian girls
between the ages o f 7 and II were
recently added as contort1omsts in
the CirCUS.

"The c rowd is always friendly
and into the performance," Fair
said. " I love when parents come up
to us afterwards and tell us that
they nave been bringing their children here since they were linle."
Ten years ago, Mayor Daley
thought · of a safe alternative for
kids and fam ilies to have clean fun
on Halloween. Originllly called
C hicaglo, the Halloween festival
soon evolved into the Haunted
Village at Pumpkin Plw~·.
For the first year, the Haunted
Vill age a t Pumpkin Plaza was
merely a sm1cture that appeared to
be a haunted house, filled with
activities such as trick or treating,
costume contests and pumpkin
giveaways.
However, Daley and the
Mayor's Office of Special Events
said there was a need to add another activity to the event that would
utilize the haunted house-like
structure. In its second year, the
Midnight Circus was added to the
roster of events and became th~
main attraction.
" Haunted village is really
extravagant," said Keison Arnold,
a 21 -year-old hospitality major at
Kennedy King Co llege. " I really
enjoyed mysell."
One of the more Cll'Tent and
popular activities is the "Wicked"
tent. "Wicked" is the Broadway
mus ical about the unknown story
o f the Wuches o f Oz. At the tent,
c h1ldren can hsten to spooky
Halloween stories told by members of the cast.
The lntcmatior.al Academy of
Design and Te-chno logy Fashion
Counc1l o ffers mask r:1akmg as a
new acuvrty th1s year. Vis1to.-s can

Members of the Midnight Circus perfor:n at Daley Plaza, 50 W. Washington St., Oct. 18. The
area w·as converted into 'Pumpkin Plaza' for Chicagoween.
learn how to make their own
Halloween masks or have one
made. Mask making will be open
on Saturdays and Sundays from II
a.m. to 2 p.m.

Haunted Village ai Pumpkin
Plaza will be open Monday

Mauricio Rublo/The Chronicle
Left: Ivana Iva nova of the Midnight Circus hypes ~I P the c:rowd on Oct. 18. Right: Members of '
the Midnight Circus show off freaky moves.
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Campus crime stats can be misleading ·
Chicago totals vary
in urban campus
environments
By Allison Riggio
Assistant City Beat Editor
Ever s ince a tragic 1986 murder on a Pe nnsylvania campus,
college'S and uni versities across
the country are required to s ubmit crime rates to the federal
government each year. Some
experts, however, say this information might be skewed under
the provisions of the law.
Jeanne C lery was a 19-year-old
colleg~ freshman who was raped
and murdered in her dorm (oom at
Lehigh University. Clery's parents
found out the university had nearly 40 violent crimes reported on
campus in the three years prior to
their daughter's death and lobbied
Congress to enact the 1990 law
that now requires federally funded
colleges and universities to provide three consecutive years of
crime statistics to students.
The Jeanne Clery Act requires
schools to report all crimes that
occurred on or near campu s, and
the numbers generally appear on
each school 's website . Schoo ls
are also expected to make a
"good faith" effort to gather
reports from local police,
according to S. Daniel Carter,
senior vice president
for
Security On Campus, Inc., a
no nprofit grassroots organization founded by Clery 's parents .
Since schools are not technically obligated by law to include
crime statistics from loca l
police-only to request the numbers from oftlcials-to:als can
often be skewed. Colleges and
universities that do obtain suc h
numbers can appear to have higher crime rates than those that do
not, according to Dolores
Stafford , chief of police a t
.."George Washington University.
Stafford is cons ide red an
expert on the Clery Act, according to Christopher Blake, associate director for the International
Association of Campus Law
Enforcement Administrators.
" Most institutions are in compliance and a re doing what th ey
can to gather the required s tatistics," Stafford said in an e-mail.
"The fact is that some local
police departments don ' t, o r
won ' t, provide the requested
statistics and they are not under
any legal obligation to provide
them . If the institution requests
the statistics, they have done all
they can."

Green:
Petition signatures
force candidate off
November ballot
Continued }rom Back Page
the Democrats pushed to have her
name rejected from the ballot
because of allegedly inva!id signatures.
Her party attempted to validate
the signatures, bu't given the massive amount of time it wou ld take
to have thousands of affidavits
signed for verification, the Green
Party ran out of time, and as of
now, will not be on the Nov. 7 baiI.ot.
''This is the way established parties keep third parties off the ballot," said Cummings.
According to Andrew Spiegel,
Cumm ings' attorney, the Green
Party candidate submitted 3,494
signatures to the Illinois State

Many Chi cago co ll eges and
universities did include police
totals of c rimes near their campuses for 2005 . According to
DePaul University 's director of
public safety, Bob Wachowski,
it is important to remember that
not all victims counted in the
school's statistics are necessarily students, s ince the v ictim is
unknown when crime numbers
are rece ived from police. These
incidents are included because
the crime occurred near the
campus, regardless of the victims' affi liation to the school.
I~ 2005 a young man was shot

Wac howsk i said he isn't worried
about its affect on the school's
safety image.
" [That incident was] adjacent
to our property," Wachowski
said.." 1 report it a ll. It doesn ' t
matter to me. The whole purpose is letting the students know
th at something happened. That
way they have a sense of what 's
going on a round them when
they go out in the neighborhood."
DePaul 's Lincoln Park campus also saw a spike in burg laries, which Wachows ki said is
like ly a res ult of police reports

ti sti cs,
accordin g
to
Northwestern's ass istan t c hief
of univers ity police, Dan
McAleer.
Northwestern has its own
police department, McAl eer
said in an e-mail, so the in stitution might see higher crimes
reported directly to its own
police unit, rather than Evanston
police.
Stressi ng this point, he added
that if a person was the victim of
a crime on the schoo l's campus
and · tried re po rting it to
Evanston police, the victim
would actually be referred back

Reported crime stats overall for various schools in 2005.
R.oosevelt

2

Enrollment: 7234

0
1

39

Columbia
. Enrollment: 10,842

l i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i1110

Loyola
Enrollment: 14,764

79

Northwestern

DePaul ·
Enrollment: 23,145

.

2003

2004

•

2005

Included are crimes against persons: murder. sex offenses. robbery, assault/ battery; and crimes against
property: burglary. arson, motor vehicle theft. Note enrollment is graduate and undergraduate for 2005,
on ail various campuses of each school.

res idences of people who have
no affiliation to the universi!Y-"
Because of variables such as
neighborh ood
crime
rate
increases, C lery Act statistics .
should not be used as the final
word in a school's overall safety, according to Carter.
" We ' re working, along with
the
U.S.
Departments ·Of
Education and Just ice and other
groups, to better educate schools
about how the C lery Act works
and their obligations under it,"
Carter said. "Steady progress on
this front is being made and in
the next couple of years we hope
to · have eliminated much of
these types of disc repancies
between schools."
Carter also noted that the
Clery Act may nol be the best
way to compare colleges or universities on the same leve l,
s ince so many variab les do
exist.
" The C lery Act statisti cs
aren't necessarily best used for a
horserace comparison,'' Carter
sai d. " The Clery data should
serve as a starting point in
understanding that crime happens on a given campus, and
what type, and generally where
to help prevent fu ture crime."
One key factor in ensuring ihe
accuracy of Clery statistics is
e ncouragi ng s tudents to report
any crimes to authoriti es. Bob
Fitzpatrick, ass istant vice presid e nt for campus sa fety ~ nd
transportation at Roosevelt
University, said he trains resident assistants each year in how
to handle student crime reporting in res idence halls.
" Many times students a ren't
going to necessaril y report [a
crime] to a campus safet y offic er or the police, they're going
to talk to thei r [res ident assistant].'' Fitzpatrick said. "We're
going to protect the confidentiality
of
the
individual
involved . but unless we know
a bolll it , we can't help them ...
C lery Act expert Stafford
.agrees that though students
can't be forced to report crimes .

it is imperative in ensuring the
Joshua Covarrubias/ The Chronicle
ar.d kill ed near the -raste of
Ch icago, and since the murde r
occurre d in the vicinity of
DePaul's campus, it was included as a crime in the schoo l's
annual statistics, Wachowsk i
sa id. The victim was not a student, and the incidenl occurred
during the ~ umm er, he Jdded.
Thi s is the 01; ly major
Chicago college or un ivers ity to
cite a murder in 2005, !10wever,

from residents of the neighborhood , not DePaul s:udents.
Like DePaul 's Lincoln Park
campus,
Northwestern
Un iversity sometimes e ndures
higher c rim e rates than other
Ch icago,-area school s because
of nearby neigh borhoods. Many
residential crimes reported to
local police are ciose enough to
the campus to warrant reporting
the m in the college's crime s ta-

Board of Elections on June 26.
Kasper previously had unsuccessExceeding the petition require- fully atternpled to knock G reen
ments is a common tactic by third Party gubernatorial candidate Rich
panies to combat nomination peti- Whitney off the ballot for the
tion investigation.
Democratic Party.
" That's the rule for third parThe hearing officer rejected
ties," Spiegel said. " Always get nearly 2,000 signatures and
double the amounts of signatures removed Cummings from the balyou need."
· lot.
On July 3, Solo's pany chalCummings then proceeded to
lenged 2,440 signatures on tile an appeal before C hicago
Cummings' nominating ·petition, Board of Elections Commission 's
c la iming the s ignatures on the peti- Terence Flynn. During the appeal
tion did not match the ones on the C ummings and her staff went
signers' vote r registration cards, door-to-door to get affidavits
Spiegel said .
s igned.
" There are a nurnb~r of reasons
On Aug. 2, Cummings' case was
to challenge another pany's peti- thrown out. Flynn declared
tions,"
said
Tom
Leach, C ummings had only 1.5 18 valid
spokesman for thr C hicago s ignatures, 13 shy of the requireElection Board. " The other party ment.
may not have enough registered
Cummings still hopes to get her
voters, they may have forged the name on the ballot.
" We are currently tl)•ing to get
signatures; it i ~ about having
enough legitimate signatures."
the Illinois Supreme Court to hear
Cummings said she, a long with the case," Spiegel said. " It is hard
the opposing attorney Michael to te ll whether it will be heard or
Kasper and a Chicago Election not."
Board hearing officer, reviewed
"Elections are competitive,"
hundreds of n01r.inat!on petitions. said Jay Stewart, executive direc-

most truthful statistics possible
a re reported by schools.

·· Each victim of a crime has
to Northwestern police to handle the matter. Other C hi cago the right to dcddc whet her o r
schools may not be subject to not they arc going to report the
thi s type of jurisdiction , he said, crime. not just at colleges, but
and may not field as many c rime anywhere in the country, ..
repo rts .
Stafford sai d. "We all know that
" Because many of our stu- m ore crirncs are comrnittcd each
dents li ve, o r traverse off earn- year than are reported. but all
pus , we try to provide ~ picture law enforcement can do is di sof c rime off campus,'' MeA leer ·ciose the reported crimes ...
said . "Thus, some crimes report1
ed may have occurred in private
ari~gio@chronicll'mail com

Kathleen Cummings, the illinOIS state representative 4th district
Green Party candicate , is f1ght1ng to get her name on the ballot.
tor o f the S e tter Government
A ssoci:"ation, a nonpm1isan govcm menl: wc.tchdog group. "For a campaign, parties will take any ~tep to
win, and the best opponent is one
lhat is not running."
The political bar is set higher for
candidates running for the first

tinle' versus incumbents.
Incumbents who received 5 per-

cent of the votes in lh~ last election

on ly need 500 s ignatures to maintain their positior: on the ballot.
" \Viti. our signatures, \\' C
showed that over 3.000 people
wanted another pzny in the e lection, some of whom said they didn't even want to vote for me." said
Cummings. "That's democracy...
chronirhv l'colum edu

'·
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Andersonville's vow:
area not selli~g out
Proposal to ban .
chain retailers from
certain locales
By Jonathan E. Briggs/ MCT
For years. the Andersonville
neighborhood on Chicago ·s Far
North Side ha< been defined by
its quirky, hip. one-of-a-kind
shops and eat!!ries: Won.en and
Children First bookstore. Ann
Sather restaurant. Wikstrom's
Gourmet Foorls. Alemo Shoes.
Now as the once-struggling
neighborhood hecomes a hot
destination for residents and
shoppers-and large corpora tions take notice- some local
business leaders and politicians
are considering a drastic attempt
to lock in the areas charm: the
city's first-ever ban on chain
retailers.
According to a draft ord inance . by the ci ty Law
Department, "formula businesses" such as Starbucks could be
banned from designated business districts in certain historic
neighborhoods.
The ordinance has not yet
been introduced. But if it were
to make its way through the City
Council successfull y, qualifymg
neighborhoods co uld decide
whether to opt in to t~.e ban.
Proponents got the idea from
San Francisco and smaller cities
where similar measures are in
effec t.
The proposal's bar.kers point
to a 2004 study that fou r.d that
for every S I 00 spen t wi!h an
Andersonvrllc bu>rncss, $68
remains in Ch1cago. compared

could be months from now.
to $43 with a chain store.
Bur the idea is already stirring
But some property ownersincluding some retailers- are debate in light-knit Andersonville.
balking at the idea, arguing tha t
:.ome merchants support the
it would unnecessaril y restrict concept, contending that il will
help preserve the distinct retail
property rights .
Andersonville is not chzin- r.avor of Andersonville, but are
free It has a Srarbucks. a UPS agai nst a citywide ban.
Ann Christophersen, owner of
store 3nd an Einstein Brothers
Bagels. But for the ban's sup- Women and Children First, 5233
porters, it "sa matter of proportion. N. Clark St., said she would pre""One Einstein Brothers Bagels fer a measure like thai in San
is;t"t going to harm the neigh- Francisco, which allows varying
borhood. but if we started get- regulations in each neighborting a density of them, then our hood. Some neighborhoods
whole character changes," said there have banned chain stores
Ellen Shepard, executive direc- entirely.
Bul building owners faced
to r o f the Andersonvi lle
with rising real estate taxes are
Chamber of Commerce.
The concept of bann ing opposed to the pro posal,
Borders, The Gap and their ilk is because they wouldn 't be able to
no doub t provocative in li ght of rent to chain-store merchants,
the " bi g-box"" minimum wage who o ften can pay more. They
ordinance vetoed last month by argue tha t the best defense
Mayor Richard Daley, who con- against chain stores is to create
tended it was
an
environ"The novelty (of
anti-business and
ment for indeA ndersonville) is about pendent retaila n ti-develop·
ment. That meas- history, local people, the ers to thrive.
ure wou ld have
What both
stories. Ifyou eliminate
required
sides agree to
thai
the stories, y ou're
emp loyees
of
is
this:
Anywhere, America."
large retail stores
Andersonvill e
be paid at least
has a "sense o f
- Thorn G reene, architect
SIO an hour and who designed the Clark Street place" worth
receive $3 an
preserving.
streetscape
hour in fringe
The nei ghborhood's roots date to the midbenefits by 20 I 0.
So far the Daley administra- 19th century, whe n immigrant
tion has no pos nion on the so- Swedish farme rs moved into
ca lled ·· formu la r~tatl"" ordi - what was then a distant suburb.
nance. Aldenn3n Mary Ann Settlement was spar<e until the
Smith. one of the pr0ponents o f Great Fire o f 1871, when the log
the ban. sa id much work cabins preferred by c ity:e ma•~ s to he d,•nc. If an ordidwe llmg Swedish immigrants
nance -ultimat.,ly is introduced were outlawed within Chicago's
i:~ the C1!y Counci l. she sa1d, it
boundaries.

Bec:J'nr. strunv,er. smarter <:ild rnorr. pr~~;,red lo
f~ ce ""Ychallenge Yill~ O"Jcr I ~0 t~•t•:r~ fo
choose flfJ,n. the A•m1 •~ ~J"' cnance :L m<ke a
d•:fcr•:~v.:e '" you• fife an1f "'the fulurc of your
1.ouolry fm~ out how you c~n IJC·.i•oJC 1111 Almy ~I
On2 al GOAkMY COM 01 call 1·800-IJSA ARMY.

Ingvar Wikstrom's business, Wikstrom's Gourment Foods, Inc., 5247
N. Clark St., adds local flavor to Andersonville.
The immigrants soon migrat- Ande rsonville's
residentia l
ed north; settling into homes areas became fashionable again.
around Clark Street and opening
"The novelty (of Andersonville)
de lis, hardware stores, bakeries is about history, local people, the
and other businesses.
stories," said Thorn Greene, an
The neighborhood , which is architect who designed the Clark
offic ially part of Edgewater and Street strC<!L<;eape. " If you elimiUptown, slid into a decades- nate t.'le stories, you're Anywhere
long decline after the Great · America."
But Marianne Candido, who
Depression. Swedes began to
move to th~ suburbs after World owns a three-flat or. Clark Street
War II and Clark Street became with a Specialty Video store on
littered with empty storefronts.
the first floor, said the ban
Though loca l business leaders would violate property rights.
rededicated Andersonville lo its
~'The government tells me that
Swedish. roots in the 1960s, dis- l can't discriminate who I rent
investment again plagued its to on the upper floors as long as
commercial district in the they meet the economics,"
1980s.
Candido said. "But on the botBusiness owners again rallied lorn part, they're going to tell
and with the he lp of locally- me, 'Sorry, not these bigger
owned banks, provided financ- chain stores. You have to rent to
ing fo r start-ups and to market mom-and-pop and they may or
the community. The effort resur- may not be able l.o pay the
recrt>d C lark Street, and rent."'
t

Visit or cali an Army
recruiter today to
find out about
Tuition Assistance
and Reimbursement

Where: 1239 N. Clybourn Ave. Suite 226 Chicago, IL
When: Call or visit your Army recruiter today
Who: Sgt. 1st Class Jorge Villalobos (312) 202-0430

MCT
Peopla strolling on Clark Street in Chicago's Andersonville area. Cit.y
off•clat·• are thlnlling a boll\ Imposing bans on ,·etall chains rn certain
lu!I,')IIC neighborhoods.
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_Budget:
CTA riders voice
concerns about
new projects
Continued from Back Page
percent higher than in 2005. He
also noted in the increased budget
the appearance of higher costs in
the CTA's injuries and damage
fund as well as substantially
increased wages due to a labor
arbitration award over the summer.
Labor accounts for 70 percent o f
the CTA's entire operating budget.
Additionally, the budget forecast for 2009 project a significant
jump in public funding needed,
something CTA officials said will
be dealt with when the time
comes.

Despite this year's fare increase
to $2, rail system ridership has
continued to grown while bus ridership declined. Overall, CTA ridership slowly surpassed 2005's
ridership by I percent, or 5 million
rides, according to the budget recommendations.
At the beginning of the CTA's
meeting, South Side resident
Dorothy Harris spoke during the
public comment portion: Harris
said she is fed up with the CTA's
irregular service and dirty, overcrowded buses in the South Loop.
"For the longest time, the transit
riders in the area have not been
getting the service we deserve,"
Harris said vehemently to the
board members. " [There are] dirty
buses that come infrequently and
when they do their >packe<j to
capacity."
Kruesi said after the meeting
that the CTA is working to install
and upgrade a better tracking sys-

Michael Jareckl/ The Chronicle
CTA Chairman Carole L. Brown and CTA president Frank Kruesi
answer questions from the media after the CTA boa[d meeting on
Oct 18.

tern to help pinpoint buses and
provide more accurate due times
for buses and trains, but said riders
would not see the benefits for at
least a year.
South Loop resident and bus
rider Kathryn McKechnie agreed
with Harris that the buses in the
South Loop are infrequent at best.
McKechnie, who takes the bus to
school at the lliinois Institute o f
Art, 350 N. Orleans St., said sometimes the buses don 't even stop
when they go by.
''lbe other day I got on the bus
after waiting 25 minutes and there
were three other in a row behind
it," McKechnie said ."The buses
seem to travel with a pack mentality."
McKechnie said the CTA problems have remained the same
since she moved to the area in
1997. She said she doesn't understand what the CTA's problem is,
but wouldn' t be opposed to M,other fare hike as long as better service could be guaranteed.
Lincoln Park resident Laura
Norris said she opposes another
hike because the CTA needs to
make better use of its money
before it asks the public for more.
Norris, a regular Red Line rider,
said just about every day there 's
some track work or glitch in the
system that delays service.
"They've got all these problems
with service all the time, but
they're still starting new projects,"
Norris said. "Maybe instead of
·opening the new Pink Line, the
CTA should' ve used some of that
money to fix &omething rather
than making something else that
will need to be fiXed in the future."
The problems for Norris and
other Red . and · Blue Line riders
might get even worse starting Oct.

•

Michael Jarecki/ The Chronicle
Chicago resident Dorothy Harris speaks to CTA board members during a CTA boardmeeting on Oct. 18. Ha rris was upset about the bus
system being unclean and unvailable to the South Side of the city
d uring rush hour times.
23. At midnight, the CTA closed
both the Red and Blue Line
Washington Street el stations for
two years. The closure is pan of a
renovation that will connect the
subways to a p lanned rapid transit
station within a new shopping center development at the famous ly
dorrnant Block 37, 108 N. State St.
Aside from the Block 37 development, the CTA has had numerous problems with the Brown Line
renovations and may face repercussions from the Blue Line
derailment this past July that hospitalized many riders. On Oct. 17
dozens of passengers involved in
the accident filed a lawsuit against
the transit authority.
CTA chainnan Carole L. Brown
said after the meeting that the new
budget is not a threat, but if they
do not receive the additional

funds, the CTA will have to look
into shrinking the size of the system and increasing fares to afford
remaining functional.
"What we'd like to do is [talk]
about enhancing service ·rather
than reducing the size of the system, and the only way other than
additional public subsidy that we
could balance our budget would be
making those choices and we're
hopeful and optimistic that we
won't have to make those choices," Drown said.

llle CTA will hold its only public forum on the new budget reccomendations Nov. 8 at 6 p.m. in
the CTA boardroom, 576 W. Lake
St.
jewert@chroniclemail.com
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Urban Excursions: Little Italy
Three generations later, the
cafeteria-style restaurant dishes
up an array of homemade pastas, pizzas and salads. Inside
were a dozen or so raven-hai red
middle-schoo! -aged girls in
knee-lengt h
pa rty
dresses
accompanied by boys clad in
sport coats, corrying wrist corsagrs in plaslic containers.
A pair of cops chatteJ with the
staff as they ordered dinner.
By Jenifer K. Fischer
Couples sat si pping glasses of
Managing Editor
wine and steahng bits of one
an~ther's lasagna and Caprese
When I said I would cover salads. o t only was the food
Linle flaly for this issue. nearly "delicioso.'' the people-watching
everyone I talked to swooned was s pc~ tacu lar.
over the ··cute old flahan guys''
Nearb y C('nte Di Sa voia.
who frequented the nei ghbor1438 W. Taylor St., is an flalian
hood . Unfortunatelv. I didn't delicate:;sen and espresso bar
encounter them . As ·a maa:r of that essentially translates into a
fact. on that pamcular October gastrono mical treasure trove .
Saturday afternoon. Link flaly Pastas. ltahan cookies. sauces
d1dn "t strike me as havmg any and o live r11 1s hne the shelves.
more character than Chicago's Refrig erated cases overnow
other noted ethnic enclaves.
with cherses. Italian meats, such
The neighborhood that attract· as prosciutto. and fresh. homeed Chicago's first ltahans in· the made gnocchi. ravioli and pasta.
nud-1800s didn't feel as "histori- lmponed Italian wines. includcal"" as I'd anticipated. it act:~ally ing plenty of the famous red
ga' e off a rather polished feel Chianti. and espresso beans are
w1th its clean streets. m1mmal also staples at th1s communit y
traffic and obligato ry comer landmark s mce 1948.
tarbucks. Perhaps 1t felt that
If you" re not mchncd to dine in
" ay because most of the busi- the ne1ghborhood. you can find
nesses I enter~d had been relocat- an enllre fcas ts-wonh of ingredied from the1r origmal res1dences. ents here to tdke home and preBut It won my hean anyway. pale a romantlc dmner for your
As always. the food d1d the trick . amore- hmt : Remember th1s
I know the cheap ltahan eats at co me Valer.•me'f Day.
Pompe1. 1531 W. T;,ylor St. . are
Food is not all that the West
offered at a handful of Taylor Street pon1on of L1ttle
Ch1cagoland locatiOns, but 1t all Italy offers. The Natio nal Italianstaned m Little Italy by LUigi American Spons Hall of Fame
DaVIno in 1909.
and Museum. :431 W. Taylor St..

includes 44,000 square feet of
his tory from Mario Andretti 's
Indy 500 racecar to a coat worn
by Green Bay Packers coach
Vince Lombardi.
/\cross the street, Piazza
DiMaggio pays hom age to the
great Italian-American baseball
pl ayer. Though its trio of fountai.ls is covered over this time of
year, a statue o f .toe himrel f
stands grandly in the center of
the circular bench- and treelined plaza.
Surely. it's a grand place to sit
and enjoy some gelato on a hot
surnmer 's day. But until the next
heat wave- month~ from nowhop on the Blue Line, get o ff at
Racine and head west on Taylor
to enjoy Chicago's slice of ltalia.

jfischer@chroniclemail.com

Patrons crowd a takeout line in Pompei, 1531 W. Taylor St The
ltalian-themed restaurant features an impressive menu of atfordably
prit;ed Italian cuisine.

Andrew Nelles/The Chronicle
Piazza DiMaggio. 1400 W. Taylor St.. is a park dedicated to the memory of famed Yankees baseball player Joe 'The Yankee Clipper' DiMaggio.
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Scoop in the Lo.op
"'.
By Eric Kasang
City Beat Editor
You can't blame ihe poor bastards for salivating. After all, it's
close to the big game on Nov. 7,
and political junkies are on ly
human.
And what has politicos darting
from one stump speech to the
11ext and whispering conspiratorially in hallways? It's the large
block of undecided voters. While
a chunk of them staunchly stake
claim to their parties' affiliations,
this unpredictable base could
potentially remove. a candidate

combat Cook County's bloated
budget.
While Tony Peraica, the
Republican candidate for Cook
from the political chessboard.
A recently published Chicago County president, has ·a record for
Tribune/ WGN-Channel 9 poll fighting Cook County corruption,
indicated that the gap is narrow- his surname is less familiar.
Still, the poll indicated that 3 I
ing between Cook County Board
presidential · car.didates Todd percent believed Peraica could
Stroger and Tony Peraica. reform Cook County while
According to the survey of Cook Stroger received a 29 percent
County voters, 39 percent would thumbs up. However, 20 percent
probably vote for Stroger, 36 per- thought that neither could actually reform tlie county.
cent for Peraica.
And despite Stroger's attempts
The number that probably has
both camps flustered is the 22 to label Peraica a " George Bush
percent of undecided voters. With Republican," the undecided votthis large uncertainty, the respec- ers could actua lly swing for the
tive campaigns are scrambling inoderate county commissioner.
As for the gubernatorial race,
throughout Cook County to get
their word out. And it's keeping Gov. Rod Blagojevich is leading
with 43 percent support from
the political junkies guessing.
Todd Stroger is carrying a.dou-- polled voters, according to a
ble-edged sword kl]own as hi s recerit Chicago Tribune/ WGNfather 's legacy. Whit~ people rec- Channel 9 report. The report also
ognize the Str.oger name, Todd gave Republican candidate Judy
has to deal with his father's fail- Saar Topinka 29 percent and
ure to hire 'qualified supervisors Green Party candidate Rich
at the Cook . County Temporary Whitney 9 percent. The unknown
Juvenile Detention Center and to variable for this campaign is the

17 percent of undecided voters:
The poll also noted that more
than half of the surveyed voters
aren't di_g ging either Blagojevich
or Topinka. With the recent
indictment of the governor 's
friend , Antoin "Tony" Rezko,
who allegedly grabbed kickbacks
and campaign contributions for
state jobs and businesses and
Topinka, who is part of the same
political machine as the recently
convicted former Gov. George
Ryan, it's no surprise that people
are weary of whom to vote for.
Combine voter dissatisfaction
with the undecided and Illinoi s
could have a tight, three-way race
coming up.
With this voter disenfranchisement, the political arena is open
for a surprise win. The undecided
voters max truly serve as the final
arbiters for governor and county
board president. This is edge-ofyour:seat politics set for Nov. 7.
And the beer is chilling in the
fridge.

In Public

-

It's your last chance to shop
at the Loop's Farmers Market.
Pe ruse the local prod uce at
Fe deral Plaza, 230 S. Dearborn
St.. from i a.m. to 3 p.m. Oct.
24.

DePaul University faculty discusses the challenges of assimilation using Jhumpa Lahiri's
book Interpreter of Maladies.
The discussion, titled "The
Immigrant's Jou rney and the
Tangle of Identity," will be he ld
at DePaul's Student Center,
2320 N. Sheffield Ave., Room
120, at 6 p.m. Oct. 25. For
more information, call (773)
325-7840.

ekasang@chronic/email. com

Treasurer:
Candidates debate
qUalifications,
_trade jabs
Continued from Back Page
within Illinois. The li;t- often
appears as a supplement in
newspapers and lists , the person's name and unclaimed
assets.
At the Oct. I 7 debate, the two
candidates sparred over which is
the more essential of the · two
qualifications for lllinois treaMauricio Rubin/ The Ch ronicle
surer's office: financial versus
legislative experience.
Re porte rs converge on Democrat ic candidate Alexi Giannoulias, who debated with Republ ican
Democratic candidate Alexi ca ndidate. Ch ristine Radogno at Maggiano's Ban quets, 111 W. Grand Ave., on Oct. 17.
yiannoulias, who served as vice
Wh ile answers from the candipresident and senior loan officer year lllinois state Senator who early and often in the debate.
at his family-owned, Chicago- represents parts of Cook,· Will Radogno brought up questions dates elicited both clvps and
based Broadway Bank, to ld the and D!.!Page cour,ties, explained surrounding Giannoulias' fami- groar.s, Paul Greene, the
audience why · his experience that her legislative experience ly-owned bank lending money to debate's moderator and City
alleged mobsters. "G ianriou li as Cl ub of C hicago 's program
qualifies him for the !Teasurer 's qualifies her for the position.
"The state treasurer's office is said banking is one of the most director, told the au di ~ nce the
position,
"This is the state's banker, the . a constituticnal office. It is in regulated industries and federal candidates' digs against ~ach
state's chief investr.nent ·officer," line of sucr.ess ion for governor. and loca l governments found other i~ the norm at th~ club's
Giannoulias said. "We need It is not just a banking function," that his bank did nothing wrong. debates.
Giannoulias th en countered
"Those of you new to the City
SOQJeone with some financial Radogno "-sald. •·vc u need to
experience. Under the state con- know the legislative· process that that Radog no had accepted more Club, th is is often the norma l
stitution, the Illinois state trea- a treasurer frequently gets than $5,000 from form er Gov. tenor of our debates," said
surer's job is to protect and involved in . If you don 't know George Ryan in 1996 and she Greene.
For more information on each
invest taxpayers ' money to get that process, you will not be able has not returned the money. A
the best rate of return. I'm the to carry out that office on behalf jury found Ryan guilty of mail candidate, visit their official
ooly person [with the previous of the taxpayers. I have that to fraud and racketeering this year. websites at radogno2006.com
Radogno retorted that her 1996 and alexiforillinois.com.
financial experience] who has offer."
Although both candidates campaign received the money
done so/'
ekasang@chroniclemail. com
However, Republican candi- expiained why each was best long before the government filed
date .Christine Radogno, a nine- suited for the job, the barbs flew corruption charges against Ryan.
Attack by mother a nd dau ghter
A 16-year-o ld female student at Dunbar
Vocational Career Academy, 3000 King Drive,
reported on Oct. I 3 that a teenage girl from the
same school and her mother pulled the 16-yearo ld g irl 's ha ir and slapped her repeatedly on the
face and body. The 16-year-old said she had an
oral altercation with the other girl an d after the
battery the daughter and her mother fled on foot.
Talk about a bad week
The· Bongo Room Restaurant, 11 52 S. Wabash
Ave., reported two burglaries in three days. The
restaurant's owner reported on Oct. 15 that the
g lass front door had been smashed and an
unknown amount of money and other "items wer~
mi>sing. 0<1 Oct. 17 the owner reported that the
boarded··up door had been broken, the c ~~h register was open or. the fl oor and a gray cash box
containing$ 175 w as miss ing.

Chicago's ·Polish American
Heritage
Month
presents
· author Wesley Adamczyk.
Adamczyk will read from his
book When God Looked the
Other Way about his fami ly's
struggle when the Soviets
deported them to Siberia during World War II. The event will
be held at the Harold
Washington Library, 400 S.
State St., at 5:30 p.m. Oct. 24.
For more information, visit
chicagopubliclibrary.org.

>

The Chicago Antique Market
will be up for the last Sunday of
the year from 8 a.m . to 4 p.m.
Oct. 29. Visitors can buy, sell
and swap various antiques and
collectibles on Randolph Street
between Ada Street and Ogden
Avenue. For more information,
visit www.chicagoantiquema;ket.com.

Looking for a free concert on
Sunday? Then check out. the
"Chicago Lati'lc Composers
Series: Peace and War," which
showcases
Chic<Jgo
and
American Latino composers.
The event will take place at the
Chicago Cultural Center, 78 E.
Washington St., at 3 p.m. Oct.
29. Foi more information, call
(312) 744·6630.

10 gnomes
An 18-year-old Colum bia student reported Oct.
II that her ID and Social Security cards, bus pass
and print card were taken from her coat while in
room 405 of the 600 S. Michigan Ave. building.
S he told police she had not left her coat unattended and that classmates had been si tting behind and
across from her coat in the chairs next to her.
Robbery by double-beating
A theft was reported in the a lley at 36 W.
Congress Pkwy. The 27-year-old victim reported
that after leaving work on Oct. I I, two unknown
men aged 20 to 30 w~ar in g a ll bl ack approached
him and beat him up with their fists. The offenders took $238, a $250 cell phone and $50 shoes
from the victim. The victim had no bruises or
cuts or. his body.

Compiled by Chronicle Jta.ff through mformation provided by the Chicago Pol1ce Deparlment
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CfA's bud~et
needs millions
to balance
By James H. Ewert Jr.
City Beat Editor

Last year the Chicago Transit
Authority 's budget deficit was
$55 million and the CTA proposed
several "'doomsday" plans that
threatened to cut service and raise
fares. The Illinois General
Assembly reluctantly bailed out
the CTA. but advised the transit
authority not to ask for more
funds in the future. Instead of a
'"doomsday·· prophecy this year,
the CTA calls the budget '"Transit
at a Crossroads:· and is again asking the state for money. but this
time t'vice as much.

•

Although the $1.1 3 billion
budget CTA president Frank
Kruesi recommended on Oct. 12
does not include any service cuts
or fare increases, it rests on $1 10
million of additional public funds
that the CTA has yet to acquire.
" I've made 10 sets of budget
recommendations over the years
I've been here as the president of
the CTA, and there has never been
a single year in which we were
certain how much money we had.
either from the state or from the
federa l government, in tem1s of
funding," Kruesi said at the Oct.
18 CTA board meeting. '"That's
always been the case."
After the meeting Kruesi said
he anended an event earlier in the
day
where
Regional
Transportation Authority chairman Jim Reilly talked about the
need for CTA funding. The RTA
oversees the Metra, Pace and CTA
transit systems in Chicago and
surroWJding areas.
"A key theme of [Reilly's] was
the fact that people in this region
for generations literally have
invested substantially in transportation of all sorts, which is the
reason [Chicagoland's] economy
is as robust as it is," Kruesi said
about Reilly's speech. " It is such a
great place to live and work and
visit and those investments will be
continued because transit is a key
part of that. It's been taken for
granted of for a long time."
Kruesi anributed the increase in
necessary funds to high power
costs and fuel prices which are 20
See Budget, Page 37

ronicle
Republican candidate for Illinois State Treasurer Christine Radogno stares at her Democratic challenger Alexi Giannoulias during a debate Oct 17 at Maggiano's Banquets, 111 W. Grand Ave.

Candidates spar on
job qualifications,
al ethi
person
CS
By Eric Kasang
City Beat Editor

With phrases like " right-wing
extrem ist" and "association with
organized crime" flying back and
forth, the 90-second speeches

sounded like typica l political
banter between two candidates.
The accusations this time came
from the candidates running for
Illinois treasurer at Oct. I Ts City
Club of Chicago-sponsored
debate at Maggiano 's Banquets,
Ill W. Grand Ave.
While the treasurer 's race
walks in the shadow of the gubernatorial election, the campaign is

starting to heat up; yet, people
may not realize the actual funclion of the treasurer's office. John
Hoffinan, chief spokesman for
the lllinois treasurer's office said:
"The bas ic job of the treasurer 's office is to invest the state's
money."
Hoffinan said the department's
overall yearly budget is $48 billion. At any given time, the trea-

surer's office has $12 billion
invested in various financial
institutions like banks. Hoffman
noted that the amoWJt of money
flowing into the department fluctuates, but said more rolls in during tax time near April. The
Jllinois comptroller's office is
responsible for spending the
state's money.
Investing the state's money is
not the only function of the treasurer's office. Hoffman said that
current treasurer Judy Baar
Topinka, who is running as the
Republican gubernatorial candidate, has promoted a program
that offers small business owners
low-interest loans to help them
create new jobs in Illinois.
Hoffman noted that about $800
million Is marked to help small
businesses. · .
As for digging Illinois out ofits
$5 billion budget deficit,
Hoffinan said Topinka has
obtained high rates of returo or
interest rates from various investments wjth the state's money .during her time as treasurer.
the treasurer:s
Another part
office includes the unclaimed
property div ision. Each y~. t,he
a list of"
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Ballot battles
plague Cummings
Green party candidate
battles legalities for
state representative
By Chris Cascarano
StaffWrtter

With only a handful of volunteers, Green Party candidate
Kathleen J. Cummings entered
this year's race for state representative in Illinois' 4th District
against Democratic incumbent
Cynthia Soto. Soto, who represents part of Chicago's West Side,
including Humboldt Park, Logan
Square and Wicker Park, challenged and defeated Cummings'
anempt to be listed on the ballot.

As the Nov. 7 elections
approach, Cummings is trying to
get the Illinois state Supreme
Court to hear her case and get her
name listed on the ballot as a
Green Party candidate.
At an Oct. 9 speech at the New
World Resource Center, 1300 N.
Western Ave., Cummings said she
fulfilled all of the state's requirements to be on the ballot by
obtaining enough signatures to
meet the 5 percent of the past presidential election's votes from that
district- 1,531.
Cummings acquired about double the required signatures, but
See Green, Page 35

Kathleen Cummings, Green Party candidate for state representative in Illinois' 4th district, s tands in front of her honey bee hive a nd
organic garden In Humboldt Park. Cummings is c urrently fighting to
get he r name on the Nov. 7 election ballot.
·

Taking the hike for a cheaper smoke
Chieago, Cook County
losing money to outside cigarette sales
By George Slefo
Staff Writer
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Joshua Covarrublas/The Ch ronicle

Once a week Jeremy Cohe n, a
junior broadcast journalism
major at Colu mbia, takes a trip
out to Wa ukegan fro m hi s
Lakeview apartment. Twentytwo-year-old Cohen has developed an addicti on, a nd gets hi s
fix substantially cheaper if he
takes a 20-minute drive out to
the north suburbs. He likes to
leave at night beca use heavy
daytime traffic just makes the
who le process more frustrating .
1·1is drug o f choice isn't marijuana, cocaine or heroin- it's nicotine, and $40 of savings is what
drives him to the suburbs every

week.
"What
get
out
[in
Waukegan] is I 0 packs of
Newports for 34 bucks; it costs
twice as much where I live,"
Cohen said. " I used to get my
cartons online, but [those cigarettes J are a ll from Europe and
don 't taste the same."
With C hicago taxing each
pack of cigarettes at $4.0 5,
averaging $7.50 for a pack of
smokes, the highest price in the
nation, smokers are beginning
to look e lsewhere to purchase
cigarettes. T his tre nd is increasing revenue in neighboring
counties and states, while
decreas in g sa les in Cook
County.
Making the trip to ne ighboring counties on a weekly basis
saves Cohen more than $31 a
carton in taxes alone. These

cheaper taxes are causing Cook
C ounty smokers to purchase
cigarettes elsewhere, therefore
taking away sales from the cashstrapped county.
According to a report published by the Illinois General
Assembly in April 2006, roughly 634 million packs of cigarettes were sold in the fiscal
year 2006- that's almost 1.8
million packs a day purchased
by Illinois citizens. That number
has declined over the last four
years by 2 1.4 percent because of
Cook County's high tax on cigarettes, according to the report.
Any further tax increases, either
state or local, could jeopardize
Illinois into losing more cigarette tax revenues, according to
the report.
See Tax, Page 32

